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Abstract 

Iceland is the world leader in gender equality, yet not much is known about the attitudes of 

immigrants towards gender equality and even less so for immigrant women living in remote 

regional areas. This research employs the theoretical foundations of transnational feminism and 

intersectionality. It explores how women from other cultures understand gender and equality 

when in a country dissimilar to that of their origins and, even more so, when living in the 

peripheral areas of that society. It questions how cultural attitudes towards gender from the 

place of origin influence attitudes in the new environment; are they transformed, or do they 

remain the same? Eleven interviews form the qualitative study to explore the attitudes of women 

from European and non-European countries towards gender equality. People from a diverse 

range of nationalities live and work in East-Iceland. From this varied group, the study aims to 

understand the positive or negative effects of gender equality for foreigners in regional Iceland. 

Results indicate that many foreign women express that they enjoy the benefits of living with 

more equality than they experience in their country of origin. However, there are several levels 

of differences that undermine gender equality and equality in general.  
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Útdráttur 

Ísland hefur verið leiðandi á heimsvísu þegar kemur að kynjajafnrétti, Lítið er þó vitað um 

viðhorf innflytjenda til kynjajafnréttis, þar með talin viðhorf kvenna af erlendum uppruna sem 

búa á landsbyggðinni. Þessi rannsókn er grundvölluð í femínískum margbreytileikafræðum og 

samtvinnun mismunabreyta. Tilgangur hennar er að öðlast innsæi í upplifun kvenna frá öðrum 

menningaheimum af kynjajafnrétti, í landi ólíku þeirra upprunalandi. Spurt er hvort 

kynjajafnréttisviðhorf úr upprunamenningu hafa áhrif í nýju umhverfi; umbreytast þau, eða 

viðhaldast? Ellefu viðtöl við konur á Austurlandi eru efniviður eigindlegrar rannsóknar, í þeim 

voru könnuð jafnréttisviðhorf kvenna frá löndum innan og utan Evrópu. Fjöldi fólks af ólíkum 

þjóðernum býr og starfar á Austurlandi. Út frá þessum fjölbreytta hópi er markmið rannsóknar 

að reyna að varpa ljósi á jákvæð og neikvæð áhrif kynjajafnréttis hjá innflytjendum á 

landsbyggðinni. Niðurstöður benda til þessa að margar erlendar konur telji sig hafa hag af því 

að búa í landi með meiri kynjajafnrétti en þær höfðu vanist í sínu heimalandi. Samt sem áður 

eru nokkrir mismunandi þættir sem grafa undan kynjajafnrétti og jafnrétti almennt.    
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1 Introduction 

This thesis relates to the attitudes of transnational women from East-Iceland towards gender 

equality and their personal experiences of equality while living in one of the most gender equal 

countries in the world. It focuses on their understanding of gender and equality, and seeks to 

understand how cultural attitudes from the place of origin influences attitudes in the new 

environment; are they altered, or do they remain the same? 

 Gender equality is a source of national pride for the Icelanders, which is guarded through 

the implementation of legislative measures to ensure the quest for equality continues. On a 

global scale, Iceland attracts its fair share of attention for the success the country has attained 

in gender equality by consistently holding the number one position on the OECD Gender Gap 

Index (GGI) from 2008 – 20171. 

Throughout history, Iceland has not experienced much social, ethnic and linguistic 

difference, it has remained a predominantly homogenous country.  However, more recently the 

increased need for workers on the Icelandic labour market due to the rise in tourism and other 

industry, such as the Kárahnjúkar hydro-electric power plant in East-Iceland, there has been an 

increase in immigrant numbers, both in urban and rural areas of the country. Statistics show 

that over the past twenty years the immigrant population in Iceland has steadily grown 

(Hagstofa, 2018).     

Immigration is a complex process that can have profound implications on the psychological 

and personal identity of those who immigrate to another country (Akhtar, 1995). Although 

research into many aspects of life for foreigners in Iceland is abound, not much is known about 

the personal and cultural experiences of foreign women living in East-Iceland, whether they 

have adopted the cultural norms of their current environment, or whether they embrace the best 

cultural experiences from both worlds. Understanding the lived experiences of immigrant 

women, whether they are aware of their rights in Iceland, their access to work and education 

and their understanding of gender equality, will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of their 

situation as immigrants in small communities. Also, the objective is to understand whether 

immigrant women in the area consider themselves to have achieved a similar level of gender 

equality to their Icelandic female peers, or whether there are other concerns regarding gender 

roles that take a more prominent position in the experience of their situation and life in Iceland.  

                                                      
1 Global Gender Gap Report (2017). http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2017.pdf  

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2017.pdf
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A qualitative approach is employed to explore if there are any consistent patterns of 

experience that can inform as to how equality is understood from a transnational feminist 

context and whether there are any obvious cultural differences in how gender equality is 

perceived. Although little is known about the overall experiences of immigrants in East-Iceland, 

the lived experiences and epistemologies of personal experience will provide an understanding 

of the reality of gender equality for transnational women in East- Iceland.  

Interviews with eleven immigrant women from a diverse range of backgrounds, were taken 

to gain a wide range of perspectives. Feminist theory, transnational feminism and 

intersectionality are employed as the basis for analysis. These theoretical fields cover a range 

of situations for women who fall outside the parameters of the national, hegemonic discourse 

and, they also cover some of the common experiences that all women share. The results are 

paralleled in part with a recent quantitative study conducted by Austurbrú2, “Staða og viðhorf 

innflytjenda á Austurlandi”3 (Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018).  

Females in East-Iceland come from a diverse range of ethnical backgrounds, however they 

share the common factor of being immigrants in Iceland. More than half of the immigrant 

population in East-Iceland come from Poland, the remainder have their roots in forty-six 

different nationalities (Hagstofa, 2017). As far as can be ascertained, no major studies have 

been made on this section of society, apart from a quantitative study undertaken by Austurbrú 

on the general situation and attitudes of Immigrants living in East-Iceland. The study from 

Austurbrú played a supportive role in deciding how to choose the participants for this study. 

Statistics from the quantitative study are used to assess information that might directly influence 

judgements about gender and equality. 

The recent quantitate study conducted by Austurbrú (Halldórsdóttir & Petursdóttir, 2018) 

reveals a collective view from people living in East-Iceland and their attitudes towards a broad 

range of social experiences. Several aspects of the study are helpful in positioning the results 

of this qualitative study. The participants from the Austurbrú study bear similarities to the 

participants of this study when it comes to education. The statistics show that over 80% of 

immigrant women in East-Iceland have a trade or a degree. From the eleven participants 

interviewed, only one had not attained education beyond primary school before coming to 

Iceland. Most of the participants interviewed found satisfying work, even though it wasn’t in 

                                                      
2 Austurbrú is a university outreach centre in East-Iceland catering to the needs of distance students, educational 

programmes for local workplaces, as well as a centre for research. 
3 “The Situation and Attitudes of Immigrants in East-Iceland” 
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their professional field. In parallel, Icelandic women also seek to be employed in satisfying 

work, however the tendency for them is to leave the regions to find work in their professional 

field that offers a healthy remuneration package (Halldórsdóttir, 2009).  

Historically, in East-Iceland, as with other rural areas of Iceland, female immigrant workers 

have played a predominant role in filling the low-skilled jobs in fish factories, and in more 

recent years in service jobs such as tourism and the care sector. For a short period of time, 

during the construction of the Kárahnjúkar hydro-electrical power station and the Aluminium 

processing plant in Reyðarfjörður, the number of immigrant men substantially outweighed that 

of immigrant women in the East. The period in which the two projects were being constructed 

created an anomaly in the distribution of gendered work, where the need for male workers 

dominated the whole region. Today, the number of immigrant men is only slightly higher than 

immigrant women because of the high demand for males to fill positions in the aluminium plant, 

Fjarðaál. 

What follows is an exploration of the experiences of women who have lived in the East for 

many years and have some insight into the country’s social structures, local culture, language 

and idiosyncrasies. Under the lens of feminist theory, social constructivism, intersectionality 

and transnational feminist theory, the foundation for assessing information about the personal 

experiences of immigrant and transnational women in East-Iceland and their attitudes towards 

gender and equality are explored. 

Throughout the study the words ‘transnational’, ‘immigrant’ and ‘foreigner’ will be used 

interchangeably. The reason is because the terms in the context of this study are somewhat 

tenuous. A ‘transnational’ person lives in more than one place. For example, a Polish person 

living in Iceland with an Icelandic husband and children, yet with their family of origin in 

Poland, will live their lives to some extent in both places, whether it is through regular visits to 

Poland, through the internet or other. In other words, there is active interaction on a regular 

basis between the place of origin and the new country. Alternatively, an ‘immigrant’ is someone 

whose parents and grandparents have their origins in another country than the one in which they 

reside (Hagstofa, 2018). In most cases they move to another country and integrate. A foreigner 

is a person who clearly doesn’t have their origins in the host country and are often residing in 

the country temporarily. These terms intertwine with one another within mobility and migration 

studies largely because of the changing nature of a person’s initial reasons for migrating, which 

might have only been a temporary arrangement to begin with that altered because of unforeseen 
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circumstances such as marriage, longer-termed employment opportunities, or a desire to 

immigrate for other reasons. Each of these terms are relatable to all the participants in this study. 
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2 Theoretical background 

This chapter foregrounds the main elements that will be used in analysing the research for this 

dissertation. Ethnicity and gender have not gained much attention under conventional views of 

western gender politics (Anthias & Yurval-Davis, 1983). Considering the large numbers of 

people who are forced to become mobile due to poverty in their home country, and the growing 

number of opportunities in the labour markets of advanced countries, more awareness of the 

inequalities that many immigrants face in the host countries is coming into focus (McLaren, 

2016).  

Some of the theories presented here share similar themes in that they expose structural 

inequalities. Feminist theory examines the structural inequalities between men and women, the 

ways in which gender norms are maintained through cultural practices, and power relations. 

Social constructionist theory investigates how meaning is created through our jointly 

constructed understandings and shared assumptions about the way the world operates. 

Intersectionality describes overlapping social identities and how they relate to systems of 

oppression, domination and discrimination and rejects the notion that all women are the same. 

Finally, transnationalism is a multi-facetted theory in which, among other things, identity is 

either chosen or ascribed by individuals or groups.  

2.1  Feminist theory and social constructivism 

The gender roles and gender norms that are shared by most women are a point of focus in this 

study. All cultures are ‘socially stratified’ where members of the society are categorised and 

ranked by their status within their society. The ‘roles’ played within society are expected 

behaviours that when carried out consistently are considered ‘norms’. Social norms determine 

the roles within societies such as mother, father, daughter, son and so on. With these categorised 

normalities, expectations of the players in society are structured; mothers are caring, nurturing, 

loving and self-sacrificing, whereas fathers are breadwinners, leaders and decision makers 

(Lindsey, 2016). 

Constructivist theories challenge the binary role of gender as a biological position that is 

predetermined and complete. Feminist theory supports the constructivist point of view and 

argues that gender is constructed by rigidly enforced, male dominated social structures. There 

is nothing predetermined or normal about the traditional roles played by males and females in 

society. They are determined by power structures that have historically worked to keep them in 

place (Jagger, 2008). Butler (1990), opines that gender is a performance resultant from the 
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prevailing social environments in which they are carried out. Social norms are not something 

unchangeable, rather society is constructed. In this way gender exists as a culturally agreed on 

set of rules and values that are significantly tied to time and cultural location (Jagger, 2008). 

Constructivist theory paves the way for understanding the research from the common ground 

that all women share, rather than their differences.  

Conversely, Alcoff (1988), delineated a positional concept of ‘woman’ as somewhat 

problematic when arguing for a position in which to rationalise what it means to be a woman. 

If we position gender as a construct of our traditional social environments, where the prevailing 

discourse defines ‘woman’ as something other than ‘man’, then the act of deconstructing the 

notion of ‘women’, or ‘female’ becomes a difficult task. However, it is through the process of 

deconstructing the dominant notions of gender that new insights have emerged.       

Feminism examines the role of women and critically assesses the attributes of what it means 

to be a woman in society. Not all women share the same biological characteristics such as the 

capacity to bear and raise children. Nor do they share the same socio-economic positions within 

a society. However, they do share the disadvantage of being placed within the confines of living 

in a man’s world, where the detriment for women is often woven into the historical, economic 

and political fabric of the governing societal forces. Feminism analyses and critiques these 

forces with the aim to change and improve the social and legal status of women (Moghadam, 

1999).  

However, for some time, the tendency to assume all women experience similar levels of 

disadvantage has dominated the feminist dialogue. One of the main critiques of bundling 

women into a singular group that share similar subordination and oppression in society is 

challenged by some of the more recent work by feminist scholars such as Mohanty. She argues 

that it is problematic to see women as a group or category for analysis because it suggests that 

all women experience oppression and ignores the socioeconomical and political contexts and 

locations. By generalising women into a coherent group for analysis, social class and ethnic 

identity are overlooked and power and subordination are defined in binary terms; ‘men’ power, 

‘women’ subordinate. From a binary perspective, some oppressions are addressed while others 

are overlooked (Mohanty, 2003). Mohanty’s analysis is pertinent to the discussion of foreign 

women living in Iceland because of the assumptions that all women share the same experiences. 

This is not the case. When crossing borders, the familiar cultural and social context alters 

considerably and presents new challenges, or what Mohanty refers to as ‘fault lines’. Moreover, 

in Mohanty’s analysis, women are often viewed as a homogenous group who share the same 
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levels of oppression within the patriarchal structures. The reality is that there is a conscious 

difference between women from Western, modern societies, who are educated, free to make 

their own decisions over their own bodies etcetera, and women who are from third world 

societies, who are subject to less freedom, poorer educational and health care opportunities, and 

tied to traditions and family constraints. Recognising the paradox within feminist theory opens 

another level of exploration.     

2.2  Gender, culture and ethnicity  

Gender is not synonymous with sex, although it is often perceived as such. It is the main element 

in the way in which social interactions are organised and has been thus until recent times. 

Gender is a social dynamic that articulates other social axes, such as race and class, creating a 

complex web for analysis. The interactive forces surrounding the notion of gender often posit 

it as innate and natural. Moreover, in everyday discourse gender is posited as natural, rather 

than a socially constructed force that is perpetuated through interactions that in many cases are 

traditional, going unnoticed and unchallenged (Mahler & Pessar, 2006). The insistence of 

notions of gender become pertinent to the discussion on people who cross boarders for 

employment, inter-marriage or other circumstances, because of the added complexity of 

traditional values from the country of origin. Mahler & Pessar (2006) ask whether international 

migration alters the way in which gender relations and contexts are altered and understood.  

Acker (2004) outlines several factors that are impacting the current global labour market 

structures. The increased contribution of women in the labour force has had a global impact, 

especially in thriving Western cultures and in cultures where manufacturing has increased due 

to cheaper wages. Alongside this shift there is an overall decrease in the participation of men. 

Secure employment with benefits is becoming a thing of the past while the labour market 

becomes more ‘feminised’ with the increase of low paid, part-time or temporary employment. 

Although this new organising of the low status and low waged labour market seems 

unappealing, the employment opportunities are better than their alternative, no employment, 

and they offer wages that contribute to the improvement of life circumstances for many women, 

an opportunity they would otherwise never have (Acker, 2004).  

Many countries have since the 1980s and 1990s have seen increased opportunities for 

middle-class, educated women in managerial positions, which in turn has contributed to 

increased affluence for them and their families (Acker, 2004). This is reflected in the peripheral 

regional villages in Iceland where women have been leaving the low-status, low-wage 
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employment in favour of better employment opportunities in the cities. Importantly, the 

introduction of distance learning to the regions has offered better opportunities for education 

and resultantly offered opportunities for upward mobility (Skaptadóttir, 2013). Increased 

opportunities for women to seek better career opportunities has, in part, contributed to the 

changes in the global labour market. Women from economically disadvantaged countries have 

taken advantage of the lower waged vacancies, migrating to countries that offer employment 

opportunities. Although there is nothing new in the act of migrating from less economically 

advantaged countries to those who enjoy more economical success, the current global demand 

for females in the labour market has created a striking degree of difference in privilege among 

females, one which highlights class differences among women (Acker, 2004). Arguably, these 

differences are not only differences of class, but also of ethnicity when positioned in the context 

of migration and transnationalism.  

Several other differences become apparent in gender roles and the increasing participation 

of women in multi-cultural contexts. In Hochschild’s seminal work The Second Shift, the author 

interviews fifty couples and forty-five other people to understand whether the balance of work 

in the home had changed over the years since the increased participation of women in the 

workforce. The interviewees range from people in day-care centres to baby-sitters. The study 

focuses on couples in America, some of whom are immigrants. Hochschild’s research reveals 

that many of the immigrant women felt that the female role is not only female, but also ingrained 

as a cultural tradition (Hochschild, 2003, p.259). From this account, the women felt they fell 

short in their participation in traditionally female roles, failing to achieve a similar standard to 

that of their mother’s. They were aware that there was an expectation that they were the keepers 

of tradition and felt the burden of responsibility to maintain cultural traditions. As Yuval-Davis 

(1996) relates “…there are always specific rules and regulations which relate to women as 

women” (p.22). 

Women share similar political constraints irrespective of race and creed, namely among 

them being reproduction. There are many ways in which women act as individuals, supported 

by rights that are the basis of the feminist movement, yet they also remain part of the whole 

where national, ethnic, racial, class and sexuality are enacted. Yurval-Davis (1996) opines that 

“…’culture’ is never an essentialist and homogenous body of traditions and customs, but a rich 

resource, usually full of internal contradictions” (p.23). From the perspective of reproduction, 

not only in a biological sense, but also in maintaining traditions and family roles, gender 

becomes an increasingly complex struggle for emancipation.  
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2.3 Transnational feminism 

Transnational feminism addresses the understanding of gender from a broader stance than that 

of the nation state and its homogenous underpinnings. The current neoliberal political landscape 

has created a global playing field for employment in low-paying jobs in first world countries 

and thus setting in place the ability for people from less wealthy, third world economies to 

become mobile. Much of the literature on transnationalism points to the reordering of gender, 

class, ethnic and social divisions that occur for the transnational person, who often find 

themselves in situations where rights are minimal at best. Brenner (2003) suggests that while 

women have more opportunities to participate in the political life within the neoliberal context, 

they also continue to carry the responsibilities of commitment to work and caregiving for the 

family, while men continue to remain competitive on economic and political environments and 

the demands of global capitalism. Gender divisions are therefore perpetuated through the 

necessary and important work of caregiving, which is becoming increasingly privatised through 

the decrease of the welfare state in place of the direction of neoliberal and global politics4.  

The division of gender roles in first world economies, is best revealed through the global 

care chain (Hochschild, 2000). In first world economies, where childcare is not mitigated by 

the state, or privatised because of the high cost to the state, families seek to find alternatives to 

care giving so the parents can continue in their careers. One of the best documented care chains 

is that of Philippine women, where well educated women leave their homes in search of higher 

paid positions abroad. This trend for Philippine women extends beyond the childcare domain 

as many Philippine women educate themselves in the medical field as doctors and nurses with 

the prospect in mind to work abroad (Lorenzo, Galvez-Tan, Icamina & Javier, 2007). However, 

many of the well-educated Philippine women, as with women from other nationalities, settle 

for employment that is well below their educational capability. Their high educational levels 

are leveraged for attaining employment in low paying jobs in Western societies.  

From the perspective of the neoliberal global labour market, the opportunity to leave one’s 

home and travel to more economically advanced countries in pursuit of employment becomes 

an attractive option for those who are able to envision a better life for themselves and their 

families. Indeed, many immigrant workers, once securing employment in a foreign country, 

                                                      
4 This is not the case in Iceland where child care is largely mitigated by the state. However, it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to fill the care taking positions with Icelandic nationals (see discussion section for further 
information). 
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send remittances to their families in their country of origin (Levitt & Glick Schiller, 2004; Smith 

& Guarnizo, 1998; Krzyzowski & Mucha, 2014, et. al.).  

Continuing with an example from the Philippines, women earn wages that are substantial 

in comparison to the earning capacity in their home country, and many of them send most of 

their earnings home to the families they have left behind, thereby contributing to the economic 

health of their home country. The contributions from Philippine, transnational female workers 

are considerably more important than that of Philippine men because the men tend to be less 

reliable in sending money home (Tacoli, 1999). Because of this, the women are championed as 

national heroes by the government and appreciated and acknowledged for the contribution they 

make to their country. Moreover, the women working abroad claim they have achieved gender 

equality because they are playing the role of the breadwinners. Their work, and financial 

contributions to their homes, is helping to relieve the nation’s widespread poverty. 

For females who work abroad, the burden of care for both children and aging parents falls 

squarely on their shoulders. In stark opposition to the situation for Philippine women, 

Krzyowski & Mucha (2014) express that for Polish women who leave their home country to 

work abroad, their contributions are often negatively valued because of the pressure to stay at 

home and care for the young and the elderly. Conversely, men’s contributions are positively 

valued as it is their responsibility to take care of the financial welfare of the family. For the 

woman, her prestige is lost in the home country and her social standing in the community 

inevitably damaged. From this perspective, women who immigrate to find work to support and 

contribute to the family in their country of origin run the risk of facing diminished social status 

in their homes, as well as in the host country where they may also struggle for social and 

workplace equality. 

For the most part immigrants fill jobs that natives are unwilling to accept because of the 

low status and low salaries. Immigrants are willing to fill these positions mostly because they 

intend often to stay as a temporary measure and largely because of the positive increase in 

wages that the host country offers as opposed to the lower wages in the country of origin. 

Immigrants who have successfully found employment encourage others from their home 

countries to migrate for temporary employment, a phenomenon referred to as chain migration, 

or transnational networks (Napierala & Wojtynska, 2016; Levitt & Glick Schiller, 2004). In this 

process, certain sectors of the labour market (and in the case of Iceland, peripheral regions of a 

country) that employ large numbers of immigrants, create bubbles for ethnic groups. Many 

immigrants who seek work abroad, leave their families in the country of origin. Others relocate 
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their families to the new country either temporarily or with the plan to immigrate fully and gain 

citizenship. Others meet locals whom they eventually form a relationship with and have their 

own families.  

The shortage of native workers to fill the local labour market not only opens an avenue for 

migration flows of foreign workers, it also opens employment opportunities that are often 

gendered. Some gendered occupations have an over representation of women in certain 

employment sectors, such as service jobs in hospitality and caretaking positions. Conversely, 

there is an under representation of females in predominantly male orientated employment 

sectors such as construction, the financial sector and management positions. Immigrant women 

therefore often find themselves caught in ‘hierarchical segregation’ (Napierala & Wojtynska, 

2016; Hein De Haas, 2010) of low waged employment that simultaneously thwarts their 

chances to interact with Icelanders or attain better employment opportunities.    

The manifold reality of members of transnational families lies in how they negotiate their 

lives across boarders making for a complex dynamic of cultural experience (Mahler, Chaudhuri 

& Patil, 2015).   Certain social structures, such as gender, become obvious once altering the 

perspective from which they are viewed. For example, children aren’t aware of how they learn 

to ‘perform gender’ (Butler, 1990), class, generation and other forms of identity, they consider 

these practices normal because they are socialised into these roles from infancy. In the 

transnational experience, individuals encounter an awareness of difference in both social 

contexts because of their dual frame of reference. The differences are noticed not only by the 

transnational person, but also by their families and friends in their country of origin. When 

returning home, either on a visit or permanently, they display behaviours acquired abroad. 

Transnational families encounter many different social expectations than those of their country 

of origin. Mahler, Chaudhuri & Patil (2015), posit the numerous ways in which the transnational 

experience exposes differing forms of gender and social expectations. This is especially true 

when the new society differs in political and social relationships to that of the country of origin. 

Within this complex transnational social field, individuals encounter different gender, racial 

and class positions cross culturally at the same time (Levitt & Schiller, 2004). Levitt and 

Schiller (2004) go on to say that women who are racialised in their new homes tend not to 

complain or make waves about their position in the host country, even though they are aware 

of their predicament. As noted by Piore (1986), many immigrants move to other countries to 

find employment as a temporary measure. They fill the low-income positions that are available 
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in the new society and therefore less likely or interested in the types of oppression that are 

enacted.    

Conversely, Mahler, Chaudhuri & Patil (2015) maintain that there is a level of 

consciousness attained by the transnational person that exposes how gender roles are 

perpetuated and withheld because of their dual frame of reference. If a transnational woman 

does not speak out about the type of racism or inequality she experiences in the new society, 

she may be likely to point out inequalities and become critical of her home society when 

returning, thus becoming an advocate for change. The attitudes, experiences and consciousness 

of the new society give way to comparison and agency (Mahler, 2000). Living outside their 

homeland, the transnational person experiences a more complex range of social difference, 

something that would not have occurred had they remained in their familiar society.       

To create a feminism that reflects the needs of all women requires a look into the needs of 

the working class, economic disadvantage and ethnic differences that are part of the female 

spectrum. Class and ethnic domination are reproduced within feminist contexts, both 

transnationally and nationally, because of patriarchal nationalism and neo-colonialist politics 

(Brenner, 2003). In many ways, transnational feminism runs parallel to intersectionality 

(discussed in a later section) because it examines the relationship between identity and the 

dominant power to which one positions themselves. For transnationals this can be rather 

complicated. For example, a transnational person, or immigrant, is not defined by a singular 

identity. People come from various cultural and ethnic backgrounds and often have little in 

common other than being foreign to the country in which they have migrated. Alternatively, 

when a person refers to themselves as an Icelander, it is assumed they are with somewhat fair 

complexion, speak Icelandic and can relate intimate details about Icelandic history, culture and 

other pertinent information. A person referring to themselves as a transnational, or immigrant, 

in this case, is defined by what they are not, in this case an Icelandic national.  

From a feminist perspective, feminism and equality are not a one size fits all for women. 

Many third wave feminists have criticised the commonly held views of the white elite, ‘lean-

in’ politics that have been the prevailing voice in feminism (Snyder, 2008). Not all women feel 

compelled to compete with men in the workforce, become corporate managers and CEOs. Many 

women feel adequately content working within the traditionally female employment sectors. 

Hochschild (2000), criticises the exploitational nature of the global care chain. From her 

perspective the practice undervalues women who travel abroad to work in low paid labour, 

while leaving their own children at home. Her position highlights the perpetuation of gendered 
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employment and the inequalities that are withheld at the expense of women and their children, 

who come from less privileged societies. In a criticism of Hochschild’s position, Dinitru (2014), 

view’s Hochschild’s representation of women working in the global care chain as rendering 

women in such positions as unable to determine their own life choices. Moreover, it positions 

the women who make the choice to work abroad to better their home situations as helpless 

victims and without agency. Claiming that women share a collective experience runs the risk 

of undervaluing the agency that many women deploy across the various contexts they 

encounter.  

There are many reasons to believe that views towards gender and equality differ depending 

on cultural and individual experiences (Mohanty, 2003). Marxist views, which were the 

scaffolding for the second wave of feminism, excluded women of colour and ethnic minorities. 

Likewise, when black feminist scholars brought attention to a large gap in early feminist theory, 

they foregrounded the position of black women in society as being succumbed to ‘triple 

oppression’ – race, gender and class (Anthias & Yurval-Davis, 1983). What was missing from 

the mix was ethnicity. Anthias and Yuval-Davis have widened the discussion to include 

ethnicity, not to steer the debate away from including women of colour, rather to expose the 

way in which the black /white dichotomy also has its limitations for understanding the levels 

of subordination and marginalisation. As an example, the authors posit that in highlighting 

racism as a problem for black women, colour is foregrounded over the structural location of 

ethnic groups and the effect it has on social relations. Anthias & Yuval-Davis (1983), suggest 

that gender divisions are often seen from the perspective of class that are maintained through 

the needs of capital in labour markets. Moreover, the difference between ethnic and nationalist 

groups may vary depending on goals and achievements.  

Scholars in the field of transnationalism and globalisation emphasise the complexity of the 

position of many immigrants and their cultural disparity. Immigrant women often bear the 

burden of the ‘double disadvantage’, being foreign and female, and resultantly are more often 

prepared to do the low waged work that upwardly mobile nationals no longer find desirable 

(Napierala & Wotjiynska, 2016; Skaptadóttir 2004). At the same time, females generally 

continue to fulfil the role of maintaining and running the household and care taking of the 

children. From this perspective, the gender roles of national and foreign females share a 

common ground (Anthias &Yurval-Davis, 1983).  

When examining the topic of immigrant women and their understanding of gender equality 

in an Icelandic context, transnational feminism provides a way to understand the research. In 
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the transnational view of feminism, immigration and disadvantage are examined against the 

backdrop of the nation state and privilege (McLaren, 2016). It raises pressing questions about 

the issues of the relations between gender and ethnic divisions, as well as gender and class 

(Anthias &Yuval-Davis, 1983). These theories will provide the basis for with to evaluate the 

findings.  

2.4 Intersectionality 

One of the main shifts from second wave to third wave feminism occurred when black female 

activists began to critique feminist scholarship. It was argued that much of the attention on 

gender favoured the position of white, educated, middle-class women. This critique forced a 

way to open the feminist field to include women of difference, mainly colour, and acknowledge 

the ways in which layers of difference alter the experience of social identity (Shields, 2008). 

Intersectionality is an analytical process to better understand the world and its complexities and 

a person’s relationship to them (Collins & Bilge, 2016). In Kimberlé Crenshaw’s (1991) 

seminal work on the failure of feminist and racist scholarship to place the acts of violence 

against women of colour at the centre of political debates, she coined the term 

‘intersectionality’, and altered the future of feminist theory by offering an analytical process 

that examines the position of marginalised identities. Since then feminist researchers from a 

range of academic disciplines have applied it as an analytical tool and, as Davis (2008) opines: 

“learning the ropes of feminist scholarship means attending to multiple identities and 

experiences of subordination” (p. 68). Marginalisation or ‘subordination’ may seem like hair-

splitting terms, however it is precisely this type of analysis that intersectionality seeks to define 

and as Shields (2008) suggests, the more one identifies with the margins the greater the 

oppression. From the perspective of intersectionality, an individual’s social identity has a 

profound bearing on a person’s beliefs and experiences about gender and as such, scholars such 

as Shields (2008), advocate for intersectionality as an analytical research process. Through this 

lens, an individual’s social location and intersecting identities is placed in the centre of research 

pertaining to gender.  

In a similar vein to transnational feminism, scholars of intersectionality explore where 

people are situated in respect to the centre of society, or the ‘norm’ or privilege. For example, 

there are many axes of difference that can be applied to a person who experiences inequalities, 

ranging from divisions of class, race, gender, economic disadvantages, educational 

disadvantages, physical and mental handicaps etcetera. Even though many feminist scholars 
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consider intersectionality to be cutting-edge in feminist theory, there also seems to be some 

confusion as to whether it is a theory, a heuristic device, a reading strategy for feminist analysis 

or a research methodology (Davis, 2008). Perhaps the beauty of intersectionality lies in its 

adaptability. In other words, intersectionality embraces complexity and is employed to better 

understand where and how inequalities are maintained and perpetuated.  

However, the complex nature of intersectionality as an analytical tool doesn’t end with the 

divisions of gender, race, class, education, language, location and multiple other differences, it 

also relates to the degree of difference, not just difference for its own sake. As Yuval-Davis 

(2006) points out in her article “Intersectionality and Feminist Politics”, the cultural differences 

that shape different knowledges do not necessarily create subordination or oppressive social 

relations between different cultures. To elaborate further on this point, the author posits that 

shared political values might be more important than location or cultural perspectives and can 

act as unifying factors, thus avoiding over emphasised layers of difference. While the degree of 

difference at one cross-section may be significant, in another area difference, though apparent, 

may not interfere with the interaction.  

Yuval-Davis discusses the nuance of difference. She cites 14 ‘lines of difference’ from Lutz 

(2002:13). These include gender, sexuality, race/ skin-colour, ethnicity, nationality, class, 

culture, ability, age, sedentariness, wealth, North – South, religion and stage of social 

development. This ‘list’ is apparently limitless. Yuval-Davis (2006) goes on to present 

Crenshaw’s visual model of intersectionality as a person standing at a busy road junction with 

vehicles coming at them from an indefinite number of cross-roads. This image of a multi-

sectioned cross-road marks the exceptional experience of people who have more obstacles to 

deal with in their lives than others because of their ‘lines of difference’. In other words, some 

people, or groups of people, may experience difference through a few intersections at any one 

time; class, race, ethnic, gender or other. People who share similar ‘lines of difference’ will also 

share similar experiences of subordination or oppression. 

An area that is important to address from the literature is the type of experience or 

phenomena that is difficult to pin point, or even express. Categorisation is part of the linguistic 

milieu. All language has social categorisation as part of its semantic basis, it is the way language 

points to certain features of our consciousness of the world we experience, and it is reinforced 

through cultural and local interactions. For example, Kristín Loftsdóttir’s article on Icelandic 

exceptionalism (2012), expresses an element of innocence in the psyche of the Icelandic people 

in relation to a book entitled Ten Little Negroes and their views on racism. At the time the book 
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came under scrutiny as a racist work, many of the country’s population did not share the 

sentiment that it was at all racist because Iceland did not have an active racist or colonialist past 

and therefore the word negro was not a racist semantic category. As Yuval-Davis notes:  

“It is for this reason that struggles for recognition always include an element of construction 

and that studying the relationship between positionings, identities and political values is so 

important (and impossible if they are all reduced to the same ontological level)” (Yuval-

Davis, 2006: 203). 

Given that intersectionality is an analytical perspective from which to engage in discourse 

about the experiences of people who are subjected to various types of subordination due to their 

difference from the centre, it is equally important to understand the inherent aspects of the 

empowered centre that may not be conscious until they are addressed by those who experience 

marginalisation. 

As a social perspective, intersectionality has the potential to capture something 

unanticipated, disputing something that may previously have been believed. Davis (2008) 

considers this a novel twist that can offer connections between unlikely events that were not 

expected or considered prior to the analysis, which is, in Davis’ opinion, far more interesting 

than theories that merely confirm what is already known. An example can be taken from 

Loftsdóttir (2012), where Icelandic university students living and studying in Copenhagen in 

1905 took part in a cultural exhibition where the Danes positioned the Icelanders alongside the 

Greenlanders and people from other colonies, such as the West indies. The Icelandic students 

vigorously protested this perception of their people; being placed alongside uneducated, 

barbaric cultures, which was how they considered the Greenlanders. This poses a fascinating 

picture of the nature of intersectionality and where people position themselves in relationship 

to the centre. The Icelandic students had a strong sense of themselves as equal, with a European 

and cultivated identity, whereas at this period the Danes did not. Alternatively, the deep sense 

of righteousness the students displayed against the perceived inequality in being paralleled with 

the Greenlanders, smacked of an ignorance to the inequality that was being cast upon the 

Greenlanders, whom the Icelandic students loathed to be likened. This example not only reveals 

the relationship often felt by people in certain situations within a society to the centre or point 

of most power, but also gives insight into the insidious nature of racism and its subtleties.  

A contemporary example is addressed by Skaptadóttir & Loftsdóttir (2009), where they 

discuss the attitudes of Icelandic people towards the foreign population living in the country 

just over ten years ago. Their research exposes attitudes that are similar to those held by the 
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Icelandic students in Copenhagen, where Icelanders don’t consider immigrants from Western 

Europe to be as foreign as immigrants from Eastern Europe and Asia: “…those who do not look 

European are seen as culturally more different.” (p.212). In their analysis, people from countries 

that are culturally less acceptable than others, are marginalised because of their cultural 

difference; an example of how intersections are created and withheld by the privileged centre.       

Intersectionality is controversial as an analytical tool because of its multi-faceted nature. 

There is an undeniable irony when considering its reach because feminist scholars debate many 

questions relating to the best way to apply it as a theory. Some consider the notions of applying 

it across categories, as already mentioned, where others consider whether it is best applied for 

understanding connections between the lived experiences of individuals and socially 

constructed situations that are either collective or political (Crenshaw, 1991). However, as 

Davis (2008) suggests, the concept entails enough scope to attract and repel theorists. Moreover, 

Davis considers the inconsistencies and contradictions of intersectionality its greatest strength 

stating that theories “…thrive on ambiguity and incompleteness” (Davis, 2008: 76).  

For this study, some intersections are more important than others, chiefly among them is 

the central theoretical concern of intersectionality, differences among women, or, in this case, 

the lived experience of transnational and immigrant women. Another is one of ethnicity and the 

extent of difference from that of the host country. Linguistic difference is another intersection 

that will come into focus in this study as well as education and employment opportunities. 

Collins (2000) points to traditional family unit as an intersection because it acts as an ideology 

that permeates society and withholds elements of power that are enacted as privilege.  

Apart from the obvious distinctions of class within a nation’s society, transnational families 

experience family on both the level of class and ethnicity and the intersections that they entail. 

As explained by Maher et. al. (2015), the unique position of the family in society is such because 

it is where the newest members of society, namely children, encounter their first interactions 

with the social expectations of gender and other hierarchical elements such as ‘generation, 

kinship, class and race’. The family also represents a myriad of power relations, behavioural 

expectations and availability of resources.  

Mahler et.al. (2015) offers four reasons as to why the family plays a significant role in the 

discussion of intersectionality in research. Firstly, given that the scale of immigration is on the 

increase in a globalised world, intersectionality needs to extend beyond national boundaries. 

Secondly, transnational families live more complex lives as they enact their family life across 
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borders. Thirdly, the main reason for mobility in transnational families is the improvement of 

the family’s welfare, which leads to the final reason, a conscious expectation that life will be 

improved. The dual frame of reference that the transnational family experiences reveals the 

axes of difference that may be viewed as culturally constructed, rather than what a singularly 

socialised person might view as normality. The level of consciousness that is experienced 

because of the difference is often enacted across borders. For example, transnational members 

encourage changes in their home countries to improve the social conditions and awareness. As 

an example, women from under-privileged societies may impact other women in their places 

of origin once encountering more gender equality in the new country. Through this 

consciousness raising process, both those who are living transnationally and those who have 

not become mobile prompts an awareness that may result in changes in local attitudes (Mahler, 

2000). While this may be construed as a positive interaction between the transnational family 

and the country of origin, there is little research into the effects the transnational family has on 

the host country.  

Collins (2000) positions the notion of the family as a hierarchical and privileged operant 

that functions as a unit of power. Because of the closeness of the family in Iceland, some of the 

elements presented by Collins are presented here when showing parallels in Icelandic society. 

Irrespective of the origins of the family, there are several elements that are similar in the way 

in which families enact power structures. Traditional ‘family values’ include the marriage of a 

heterosexual couple who produce their own children. The traditional family structure of this 

inherently ‘normal’ family situation entails a father as the main wage earner, a wife who either 

stays at home (not a common fact in Iceland) or is able to work part-time and children. As 

Collins argues, the nature of the family as a unit of normality acts as an intersection because it 

articulates a level of social oppression. In political debate, the family is considered the ideal 

status in society.  

A brief exposition of Collin’s reasoning for positioning the family as a necessary element 

in the discussion on intersectionality, show six main areas that shed some light onto how the 

family acts as an oppressive force in axes of difference. The family is a unit that dictates 

hierarchies of power and values. It creates and withholds a model for aspects of gender, age, 

wealth and sex, and individuals generally learn how to assign hierarchies of gender, ethnicity, 

sex and nation to the world from the inherent values of their family and views them as a social 

arrangement that is natural rather than socially constructed. 
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As with family, notions of belonging, community and social locations act as layers of 

difference. Yuval-davis (2006) offers three analytical levels for belonging: Social locations, 

individual identifications and emotional attachments, and the systems in which people judge 

their own and other’s belonging. Social locations don’t simply refer to the geographical space 

a person occupies, it also refers to intersections and the position people are in with regard to the 

axes of power, positioned either higher or lower than people in other categories. For example, 

man or woman, black or white, economic situation, kinship, historical involvement, and 

nationality to name a few. Some of these locations are shared by people from all locations, 

others are more specific, depending on the level of difference. Individual identification and 

constructions of belonging are of a subjective nature. People’s inner understanding of 

themselves and their emotional space are threatened significantly when they feel less secure. 

Along with social locations and individual identification, belonging is also about the ways 

people are valued or judged. From this sense of belonging, political boundaries are constructed 

in which the ‘us’ and ‘them’ can be divided. People are judged through the practice of whether 

they belong within the boundary or not, and in this way sorted into being part of a given 

community or not.  

One of the most defining features of a person’s identity is language. For foreigners in 

Iceland it is also one of the most defining features of difference. The relatively short history of 

foreigners living and working in the country, along with the complex nature of learning 

Icelandic, make it difficult for many people to appreciate the struggle involved in learning the 

new language, and the consequences of failing to do so. Moreover, Iceland’s proud linguistic 

history, one of being a pure language, untainted for centuries, is an ingrained feature of national 

heritage and collective consensus. Changes in the language are sometimes furiously debated 

among Icelandic nationals who seek to protect the language from corruption. The national 

Icelandic language policy to create new words to accommodate the semantic needs of current 

technological advancements, maintains and perpetuates the purity of the language and thus 

creates a distinction between ‘us’ and ‘them’ (Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017).  

Many foreigners are employed in low-skilled labour, they work long hours and find it 

difficult to find time to attend organised courses for learning Icelandic. In the regions the 

opportunities to learn Icelandic aren’t often available, and when they are, the courses are not 

always suitable for all the participants, either because of the way in which they are taught, or 

because of differences in linguistic backgrounds and learning ability of the participants. 

Moreover, many foreigners work only with other foreigners, a circumstance that reduces the 
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opportunity for interacting in Icelandic, or practicing the language in daily situations, which in 

turn lessens the need to burden themselves with learning the language in their free time. 

(Skaptadóttir & Wojtynska, 2008; Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017).  

Foreigners who learn Icelandic often suffer the double-edged sword of acceptance and 

exclusion. On the one hand they are praised by Icelandic nationals for learning the language, 

with remarks about their ability and encouraged to continue. On the other hand, when Icelanders 

can easily detect the proficiency level of the foreigner through speech patterns, accent etc., and 

exclude the person from interactions based on their difference. As Skaptadóttir & Innes note, 

“…getting access to the language and the language community has not always been easy, and 

many immigrants viewed this as the largest hindrance to integration and acceptance” 

(Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017, p.25). 

Another somewhat subtle level of acceptance and linguistic ability can be seen among 

foreign peers. As already mentioned, being a foreigner is not an easy term for analysis because 

of the expansive range of nationalities that make up the term ‘foreigner’. From this perspective 

several other lines of difference exist. A term more commonly employed in instances where an 

inequality of peers exists is ‘horizontal inequality’. Stewart (2009) expresses the nature of 

‘horizontal inequality’ and how it differs to ‘vertical inequality’, which is more common frame 

of reference when speaking of inequality. In Stewart’s example, horizontal inequality has the 

capacity to deem membership of a certain group disadvantageous. This is especially true in 

instances where a group is marked by society as having negative traits. Identifying as a member 

of such a group significantly alters the chances for an individual to progress in life. How society 

views that group will have a bearing on how the individuals behave, effecting their overall 

chances in life as well as their experiences. Despite any member of the group’s efforts to 

improve their chances, they will be held back by the socially accepted consensus and feel 

trapped.  

While the notion of ‘horizontal inequality’ differs marginally from the vertical, there are 

similarities when viewing certain groups of foreigners in Iceland with regards to being trapped 

in low wage-earning positions and learning Icelandic (Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017; Napierala & 

Wojtynska, 2016). Access to language courses for learning more than just the basics are rarely 

offered and, when available, expensive. Some foreigners have Icelandic partners who can ease 

the burden of learning Icelandic through the opportunity to practice within the family. Others 

struggle to learn Icelandic because they do not have the same advantage. The levels of 

difference within learning the language are of great significance in the discussion of 
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intersections and equality and especially pertinent when viewed from opportunities in regional 

places. In other words, not all foreigners have access to the same access to learning, and even 

when they do, may not be able to afford or spare the time to attend, creating a level of horizontal 

inequality and dissatisfaction within certain migrant groups. 

In a similar vein, being a foreigner does not always have a singular reference point. 

Guðjónsdóttir (2017) refers to the situation of Icelanders who moved to Norway following the 

national bank crisis in Iceland in 2008. Many of them enjoyed a higher level of acceptance from 

their Norwegian neighbours than other foreigners as they had familiar history and similar 

cultural backgrounds. This meant that the Icelandic were more desirable as immigrants than 

many other nationalities. “Both media discussion and interviews reveal a ‘hierarchy of 

acceptability’ of migrants (McDowell 2009), positioning Icelanders as highly desirable 

compared to other migrant groups due to the intersection of perceived racial belonging and 

nationality” (Guðjónsdóttir, 2017, p.23).  

The intersections that are felt by foreigners can have a few cross-over effects. Some 

intersections operate on more than one level, such as being foreign and female, or being an 

immigrant from a less-desirable nationality than another immigrants, lack of access to services 

such as language learning facilities because of geographical location, low-income employment, 

or the inability to achieve a similar level of success to that of other foreigners in the new country 

due to marital status. In this regard, the structures of society perpetuate power plays that are 

enacted on several intersectional axes’ as well as maintaining the existing structures and create 

new ones. This situation is explained by Mahler, Chaudhuri & Patil (2015), where the authors 

make a case for incorporating multiple ‘scales’ of analysis that resist privileging one form of 

analysis over another. Other scholars have suggested a similar framework for mapping 

intersections, such as that from Mahler and Pessar (2001, 2006) who orchestrated the Gendered 

Geographies of Power framework that maps gender relations from the local to the transnational. 

Therefore, scaling the intersections broadens the unit for analysis by examining the 

‘standpoints’5 from where a person is positioned, both in their social location and personal 

agency. 

There is little known about immigrant women and their lived experiences in regional areas 

of Iceland, and even less about their socio-political views. From the perspective of 

                                                      
5 According to Mahler et.al., (2015), standpoint is a feminist term that refers to social position with regard to the 

axes of difference such as, gender, race, class, religion and sexuality (p.104). 
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intersectionality, the theory that examines the lives of women under the gaze of their 

differences, rather than their similarities, and how through these intersections they encounter 

oppressive forces. Intersections can be viewed as the number of cross-roads women face in 

relationship to power and the norms of society (Collins & Bilge, 2016).  

2.5 Regional spaces 

Cloke & Little (1997) when referring to the English countryside, note that ethnicity is seen as 

something unusual and out of place. The countryside is viewed as white and safe, whereas urban 

spaces are commonly viewed to have people of colour and ethnicity. Rural landscapes are 

aligned with ‘nativeness’ and the absence of ‘otherness’ and from this perspective any 

connection with ethnicity in country spaces is naturalised. Moreover, the authors posit that rural 

politics withhold the patriarchal model, resisting change or implementing more equality and 

gender representation in decision-making processes. 

Little (1997), makes a critique of the gendered position of rural spaces, noting that research 

is lacking in the field of gender and rural employment opportunities. She adds that not much is 

known in general about how participating in paid work intersects with domestic and community 

roles. Moreover, the aspirations of women for employment in careers that are desired is 

generally not understood. Of the women living in the rural spaces of England observed by Little, 

most are underemployed comparative to their education.  

Immigration and rural studies have not been paid much attention, yet it is becoming an 

important part of the immigration process (Aure, Forde & Magnussen, 2018). The rural 

demographic is undergoing substantial change with various types of mobility, such as marriage 

migration, asylum and refugee migration, labour migration and lifestyle migration, which are 

affecting the composition of people living in rural areas (Hedberg & Haandrikkman, 2014). 

Given that immigrants living in the peripheral areas of Iceland are slowing the process of 

out-migration to the city, it can be said that this small but diverse group of foreign women play 

a significant role in their local villages (Júlíusdóttir, Skaptadóttir & Karlsdóttir, 2013). Hedberg 

& Haandrikkman (2014) discuss the difference in integrational processes that may be 

experienced by immigrants in rural spaces as opposed to immigrants in urban spaces. The 

smaller populations in rural places means immigrants are more visible, which can affect their 

sense of identity and belonging. They go on to mention a few obstacles that immigrants might 

face in the regions, such as lack of employment opportunities, and the lack of interest among 

the rural populations to let immigrants become part of the local community. 
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The Aure et.al. (2018) study presents a village in Norway that is undergoing population 

rejuvenation through immigration. The village in their study bears a resemblance to the villages 

in East-Iceland where the main portion of the immigrant population comes from Poland and 

Lithuania. From the interviews taken in this study, the foreign workers on average are well-

educated from their home country but are employed in low-skilled positions in the new 

environment. The participants report the difficulties in melding into their new communities, 

positing the absence of interaction with local people as a barrier to a sense of belonging. Similar 

to the situation for some foreigners in Iceland, they state that they find it difficult to learn the 

local language because they have no access to courses and are not permitted time off from their 

jobs to take the courses available. Only those who successfully master speaking either 

Norwegian or English are considered for higher positions in the workplace. A lack of linguistic 

ability in the local language also inhibits contact with people outside the workplace. For the 

people in this study who find it difficult to find either time or motivation to learn Norwegian 

after working long hours, the feeling is one of embarrassment.  

In their discussion on the homogenous nature of the rural sites in Sweden, Hedberg & 

Haandrikkman (2014) express: 

Despite the multitude of migrational processes, the rural is heavily associated with national 

stereotypes and is hence subject to racialised thinking and national identity building. The 

image of a “white rurality” conceals the fact that multiple forms of heterogeneity and ethnic 

diversity exist in country sides (…). Consequently, the nature of the rural areas does not 

reflect the common discourse that they are homogenous spaces centred on one nationality; 

instead they are characterised by ethnic diversity and global networks.  

In their analysis the authors point to a dynamic termed ‘translocal ruralism’, where 

heterogenous processes are enacted through the everyday situations in short distances of every-

day life, as well as through distant relations to areas on national and global scales. Mobility 

flows, similar to that of the transnational experience, tie people together and create networks 

that are pluralistic and interactive. In regional Iceland the practices pointed to in ‘translocal 

ruralism’ are relevant and thriving even though they are not given much attention. The lack of 

conscious awareness of immigrant people living in rural areas that is presented here, bears a 

similarity to some of the policies made in recent years in East-Iceland. 

Júlíusdóttir (2010) posits a few of the attributes of policies that have affected the 

demographic of regional villages in Iceland. In her analysis, she highlights the trends already 

mentioned with outward flows of local people from the regions, and especially the out migration 

of female citizens from the East. In an attempt to support regional outflows following the 
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national bank crisis in 2008, government initiatives were undertaken that were designed to 

promote local people and their heritage for marketing tourism. From this perspective, a 

boundary is drawn that risks exclusion, valuing only those who are permanent residents and 

have their family ties in the region. Moreover, despite the increasing numbers of immigrants in 

the regions, they are not included in public policy, mentioned only as a workforce in low-skilled 

labour and not valued for their contribution to economic growth in the area.  

The capacity of foreign women to add value to regional Iceland is underappreciated in the 

discourse on their contribution to the workforce (Júlíusdóttir, 2010). Here Júlíusdóttir refers not 

only to the contribution to the workplace, but also to their contribution to society. However, 

this lack of recognition for contribution to society perhaps stems from the pressure that the 

homogenous consciousness places on the immigrant to integrate, to shed their difference and 

‘fit in’. As an example, many foreign women have, on average, higher educational levels than 

that of their Icelandic female peers living in the East-Icelandic regions (Halldórsdóttir & 

Pétursdóttir, 2018), yet there are fewer opportunities for employment in regional spaces and 

therefore similar processes to that of the global trend for women to fill undesirable positions is 

perpetuated. Those who have the will to achieve better opportunities for themselves and their 

families exercise an individual strength, enacting on the new society from a sense of 

achievement. 8% of transnational women in the East have created their own businesses 

(Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018) and become self-employed, seizing opportunities to 

leverage their existing education and knowledge to provide services that are needed in the 

community and acting from a sense of power and personal agency.    

2.6 Context for the study and previous research 

East Iceland covers a large land mass yet has one of the smallest populations in Iceland. The 

region consists of eleven villages in seven municipalities, with farmsteads dotted in between. 

Many of the small villages that once thrived on a robust fishing industry, are no longer able to 

sustain their populations. For the most part, young people are not moving into areas that can 

neither provide nor guarantee employment in the future. Buying property in these areas, 

although relatively inexpensive, is a risk because of the declining populations and employment 

opportunities. Some political investment has been deployed as a strategy to find positive and 

sustainable ways to improve the conditions in these villages, but while this might be slowing 

the process slightly, there doesn’t seem to be any notable change. Tourism has injected some 

life into employment opportunities in the East and could be said to be having some effect on 
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slowing the out-migration process. Old farms and buildings are being transformed into hostels, 

hotels and bed and breakfasts to accommodate the large number of tourists coming to Iceland 

each year. Paradoxically, the tourist trade requires more workers and to fill these positions, 

therefore tourist operators often hire foreign workers due to the lack of local people to do the 

work. As Skaptadóttir (2003) aptly notes: “In small coastal villages in Iceland that have 

traditionally based their existence on fisheries, global transformation entails both possibilities 

and problems” (p. 261).  

Over the past twenty years the number of immigrants in Iceland has increased substantially.  

An article by Júlíusdóttir, Skaptadóttir & Karlsdóttir (2013), “Gendered Migration in Turbulent 

Times in Iceland”, has played a major role in mapping the migration of immigrant women to 

regional Iceland and their participation on the labour market. Other research focuses on 

immigrant women from specifically selected countries such as women from the Philippines 

(2010) and Polish women (2008 & 2011). This study encompasses a diverse range of immigrant 

women who have lived in the East-Iceland region, or another part of Iceland for several years 

or more. It becomes apparent that a growing number of women have lived and worked in the 

eastern region stay indefinitely either because they have married a local, or because they are 

satisfied enough with the area to want to immigrate to Iceland.   

The latest numbers released from the Icelandic bureau of statistics show that the population 

has shifted significantly towards dwelling in the capital and surrounds (Hagstofa, 2018). This 

is a trend that has been on the increase for some time. As Rafnsdóttir and Ómarsdóttir (2000) 

note, many regional places lack adequate employment opportunities for women and the 

employment interventions taken by the government to prevent the outmigration from these 

areas are job creation in fields that are predominantly male. This was the case in the time 

preceding and following the Kárahnjúkar Hydro-electric Project and the Alcoa Aluminium 

plant that were resultant of a political intervention that was implemented to reverse the out-

migration from East-Iceland and provided employment opportunities. During this period, the 

number of males, both Icelandic and foreign, who moved into the area as labourers increased 

exponentially. Women had made up most of the immigrant work force in the East until the 

construction of the Kárahnjúkar power station in Fljótsdalur and the aluminium plant in 

Reyðafirði, when the numbers of immigrant men in East-Iceland increased dramatically. 

Overall, female nationals have been leaving the small rural villages due to the lack of 

employment opportunities and moving to the capital in search of better employment and 

educational opportunities (Halldórsdóttir & Rafnsdóttir, 2012). 
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Foreigners moving to the regional Icelandic villages, and thus thwarting the declining 

populations, is not a new phenomenon. Broddason & Webb (1975) make mention of the trend 

in the 1970s. By the 1980s larger numbers of local people began to leave occupations in the 

fish processing factories and it became more common for the positions to be filled by “… 

younger middle-class women from Australia and New Zealand using their gap year in education 

to travel in Europe” (Julíusdóttir, Skaptadóttir & Karlsdóttir, 2013: 269). Labour in the fish 

processing plants had been predominantly ‘women’s work’, but many of the local women began 

to view the work as unattractive, low-status and low-skilled and began to leave the industry. 

Because of the lack of females in the local areas willing to fill the positions, recruitment 

agencies assisted with the hiring of young female workers from abroad.  

Following this earlier influx of foreign (largely female) unskilled workers, another 

influencing factor that had a significant impact on immigrant workers and transnationals in 

East-Iceland was Iceland’s entry into the Schengen agreement, which allowed for a greater flow 

of people seeking work between European boarders. This saw a major shift in the amount and 

type of foreigners who came to Iceland in search of employment.    

 

Figure 1. Residents in East-Iceland 1998-201767 

     

                                                      
6 2004 – 2010 saw an increase in foreign nationals in the area because of the Kárahnjúkar and Alcoa projects 
7 Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018 
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As mentioned earlier, the type of employment that has been promoted by government to 

stymie out-migration is predominantly in male orientated work. Women were the first to come 

as immigrants to work in Icelandic fishing villages (Skaptadóttir, 2003). Men followed, but not 

until the labour market in the remote villages provided employment opportunities. In East-

Iceland today, the number of foreign males working the villages outweighs the number of 

females. In Eskifjörður the number of males is two-thirds of the total number of foreign 

residents, and in Reyðarfjörður there is a similar trend. The largest population of foreigners 

situated in the East are in the Fjarðarbyggð municipality, which comprises the East fjords: 

Eskifjörður, Reyðafjörður, Neskaupstaður, Fáskrúðsfjörður, Stöðvarfjörður and recently 

amalgamated with Breiðdalsvík. The villages are largely fishing villages, and the aluminium 

plant, Fjarðaál, is situated in Reyðarfjörður. Thus, the need for labour in this area is greater than 

other places in the region. 

 

Figure 2. Foreign and Icelandic residence by place8 

 

Recent statistics show that the increase in foreign people moving into the Eastern-Icelandic 

region are still slowing the process of out-migration. In 2017, the number of foreigners in the 

East was 9%, or 914 of 10,310 people. From 2011 until 2017 the overall number of people in 

the East increased by 123. In the same period the number of foreigners who moved into the area 

                                                      
8 Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018 
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were 191, roughly 2%, and at the same time out-migration by Icelanders was 68 people, or 1%. 

Over this period the percentage increase of foreigners into the area reached 26%, and at the 

same time the increase of people to the East was only 3%. 

 

Figure 3. Increase and decrease in foreign and Icelandic population, East-Iceland9 

 

These figures reveal that foreigners moving into the East are continuing to slow the out-

migration process.  

As mentioned previously, in the years before the hydro and aluminium plant projects, 

foreigners living and working the East were predominantly females who came to fill positions 

in the fish processing plants (Skaptadóttir, 2003). As female nationals became upwardly mobile 

and left the difficult labour positions, such as those in the fish processing plants, and moved 

into employment positions in banks, hospitals, teaching etc., more hands were needed to assist 

in the low-end labour market. In Skaptadóttir’s (2003) analysis of the early migrant women into 

the Icelandic labour market, she notes that “…women can be found crossing boarders 

geographically as well as in terms of jobs: yet not many of them cross the boundaries of existing 

gender categories” (p.266). In this context, Skaptadóttir is referring to the workplace, many 

foreign women in East-Iceland are yet to gain access to traditionally male employment, whether 

it be in trades or management.   

Júlíusdóttir et. al. (2013) exposes the persistence of gender and ethnic hierarchies, focusing 

on the intersections of gender, ethnicity and regional difference. In their analysis, men’s wages 

                                                      
9 Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018 
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are significantly higher than women’s in regional Iceland (38% higher), yet the gender wage 

gap in the capital is much lower (only 10%). These figures not only point to the lack of diverse 

employment opportunities for women in the regions, they also highlight the exodus of Icelandic 

women from low paid employment in the regions to better opportunities in the city. Despite this 

reality, recent statistics reveal that immigrant women are better educated on average than 

immigrant men, and better educated than both Icelandic men and women (see figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. Education of foreigners and Icelanders East-Iceland1011 

 

Although there are some differences between foreigners coming to Iceland, their situation, 

prior education and motives, Polish nationals are by far the greatest in number in the East and 

equate to 59% of all the foreigners in the area (Halldórsdóttir &Pétursdóttir, 2018). There are 

high numbers of Polish females working in production, whereas overall, foreign women are 

generally employed in the health and care employment sectors (Júlíusdóttir et. al., 2013). 

Irrespective of nationality, immigrant women have higher levels of education, yet are employed 

in low income positions.  While these figures appear extreme, Levitt & Glick Schiller (2012) 

shine a light on a possible explanation: “In some cases immigrant women, who find themselves 

racialized in their new homes, appear to be quite conservative with respect to struggles for rights 

                                                      
10 In figure 4, “Survey”, in brackets, refers to those immigrants who replied to the research questions, the other 

refers to statistics from the Icelandic Bureau of Statistics. 
11 Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018. 
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and recognition” (p.1015). The authors explain further that the conservative positions adopted 

by transnational females in their new country may be markers for gender that they preserve 

after they migrate, as they are linked to their social position in their homeland.  

East-Iceland has doesn’t necessarily have a large immigrant population in comparison to 

Reykjavík or other areas of the country. In the capital immigrants represent almost 13% of the 

population. In the East the percentage is just under 10%. Most remarkable about East-Iceland 

is the small population, with only 3% of the country’s population residing in the area, or roughly 

10,000 people. Moreover, the population in the East is scattered over a large geographical area 

with people living in 7 municipalities; villages and small farming communities. It can therefore 

be said that foreigners in this area account for a sizable portion of the local population as the 

total number of immigrants is just under 900 people from 47 different nationalities. Ethnicity 

poses a level of difference that has not been payed much attention in the discussion of 

transnationals in Iceland.   

 

Figure 5. Distribution of foreign nationals in East-Iceland12 

 

Another area of significance from the Austurbrú survey shows that women in East-Iceland 

rate their perceived proficiency in Icelandic higher than do men (Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 

2018). The ability to learn Icelandic is more accessible for people coming from similar 

                                                      
12 Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018. 
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linguistic backgrounds, or those fortunate enough to have a strong background in English. The 

availability of Icelandic courses is often dependant on the number of participants and their level 

of competency. All too often beginners are bundled together with more advanced learners. 

Moreover, the linguistic background can heavily influence the outcome of whether a person 

learns or not. In this case people who have enough proficiency in English often feel less inclined 

to develop their Icelandic proficiency. Moreover, many foreigners taking organised courses 

find the different backgrounds of the other students to be a hindrance to learning, noting that 

all too often English is used as a ‘go to’ language (Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017).  

Many of the participants who took part in the Austurbrú study rated their linguistic 

competency in Icelandic from None to basic - 38%, Average – 18%, and above average to 

exceptional - 45%. Women were considerably more proficient than men, explained by the high 

numbers of women who have Icelandic partners (Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018). 

Statistics from the Austurbrú study (Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018), reveal that only 

6% of the foreigners who responded to the survey have interactions with their children’s 

teachers. Because of the relative difficulty in learning Icelandic and the demands of being able 

to support children in school life, it appears that this is an area of communication is suffering. 

Although research relating to foreigners learning Icelandic is on the rise (Skaptadóttir & Innes, 

2017; Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018), very little relates solely to transnational women and 

their linguistic engagement in child-raring. Linguistic competency goes to the heart of a 

person’s identity, thereby effecting levels of self-confidence and agency, and the ability to relate 

as an equal with others in society. Foreigners are under pressure to learn Icelandic from both 

Icelandic nationals and other foreigners often leaving those who feel that they are not 

performing to the levels of social expectations feeling embarrassed.  

Many foreigners living in East-Iceland attest to participation in the community as an 

important factor for ‘fitting in’ (Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018). Becoming involved in the 

community and showing a willingness to partake in community events, even if they are not part 

of the immigrant’s cultural heritage, play a crucial role in assisting with the adaptation process. 

In the Austurbrú study, the participants 70% - 80% reported that they adapt well to the society 

and are willing to participate in the community. Just under 90% reported that they receive a 

positive reception from the local people, and 85% reported having Icelandic friends 

(Halldórsdóttir & Pétursdóttir, 2018).  
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3 Methodology 

This dissertation uses a qualitative research method. Understanding the experiences of 

individuals in response to their surroundings through giving their perspective a voice seemed 

the most attractive method for this study. Qualitative research offers a way to peek into the 

cracks of experience and understand where the limitations are and how they can inform possible 

alternatives and opportunities for interpretation. Employing the qualitative method assists in 

understanding the attitudes of immigrant women towards gender equality. 

Denzin and Lincoln (2011), liken qualitative research to a montage, a collection of pieces 

that are put together to make a story, similar to making a quilt. The pieces (interviews) are the 

fabric, pieces of reality that are collected and positioned together, sampled, edited and stitched. 

It is an interpretive experience that brings a socio-psychological cohesion. The authors go on 

to say: 

Using multiple voices and different textual formations, voices and narrative styles (...) 

weave a complex text about race, identity, nation, class, sexuality, intimacy and family. (...) 

many different things are going on at the same time: different voices, different perspectives, 

points of view, angles of vision. 

Using the metaphor from the intricate workings of quilt making explains the depth and texture 

that a qualitative research method allows. Moreover, it covers the nuance of the group being 

presented, who are varied in their backgrounds, interests and beliefs and dissimilar to the social 

environment in which they now live. The qualitative method therefore shows how the 

experiences of the participants are pieced together into the whole and how they are positioned 

in the ‘montage’ of their new social fabric.  

From the point of view of the researcher, Seale (1999), suggests that the act of conducting 

the qualitative study is in and of itself an act of apprenticeship where the researcher learns in 

the field, either through direct experience, or through reading and studying the work of others. 

Wang and Park (2016) cite the originators of ‘grounded theory’ (Corbin and Strauss, 2017; 

Glasser & Strauss, 1967) as having provided good advice for how to approach inductive data 

analysis. They posit that using qualitative data for analysis uncovers some of the behaviours 

and events that the research is trying to expose. It may also become relevant to data already 

embedded in other research. Either way, the collected data is crucial for testing and explaining 

pivotal propositions.  

The main goal is to investigate the attitudes of a small part of the population to understand 

their attitudes and behaviours, as well as to map the course of patterns and connections from 
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the data (Wang & park, 2016, p.84). The study also aims to uncover the subjective experiences 

of this relatively small social group, however, although the group represents only a small part 

of the population, the range of diversity within the group is extensive. Not much is known about 

the lived experiences of immigrant women and their understanding of an important part of 

Icelandic society, gender equality. Due to the lack of available data in this field, there is no 

recent method on which to build. The interviews will form the basis for ‘inductive research’ 

(Wang & Park, 2016, p. 95). As already stated, the theories of constructivism, feminism, 

transnational feminism and intersectionality are employed to understand the data and from these 

perspectives.  

3.1 Method and data collection 

Following two pilot interviews using a shorter version of the list of questions below, some 

design changes were considered. For the most part, changes were made to extend some of the 

questions to create a more open interaction in the interviews. The semi-structured interview 

questions were used in the anticipation of creating in-depth interviews (Wang & Park, 2016). 

The questions are designed to elicit both short and long answers. They are also designed to 

establish a broad view from the participant; how long they have lived in Iceland, their country 

of origin, their marital status, whether they have children, their experience as a female 

immigrants towards work, whether they have experienced any mistreatment in the workplace 

or other places in society, their understanding of gender equality in Iceland, their overall attitude 

towards gender equality in the home, opportunities and the workplace, how they think other 

immigrants and themselves have adapted to Icelandic society and their familiarity with the 

gender equality laws in Iceland. At the time of the study’s inception, some significant social 

changes occurred in gender equality, both in Iceland and globally, with the emergence of the 

#Metoo movement. Therefore, an extra question about the knowledge, experience and opinion 

of the movement was also added.  

After conducting the pilot interviews, the questions were re-evaluated and altered to include 

more open questions because there was a certain amount of background knowledge that was 

lacking. The choice to conduct pilot interviews was based on information from Yin (2014). The 

pilot interviews involved complicated cases that presented many difficulties that the author had 

considered might occur, for example whether the questions were too broad, or whether there 

might be some difficulties in clarifying meaning. One of the participants in the pilot interviews 

represented the largest ethnic population living in the area, and the other participant represented 
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the smallest ethnic population (Wang & Park, 2016). They also helped to inform and gain 

insight into how to choose other possible participants. In defining the objective for selecting the 

participants for the pilot interview, concerns about question sensitivity, language constraints 

and the complexity of the nature of a few questions were the main considerations (Yin, 2014).  

After testing the waters, several more questions were added to provide more background 

information. It also became apparent that there was a need to present the questions in an open-

ended fashion when conducting the interviews to evoke a more conversational approach. 

The pilot interviews were taken to establish whether the questions are explicit enough to 

prompt responses from the participants and to observe if there any sensitivities in the initial 

responses. This assisted in creating a realistic time frame for each interview and to inform as to 

whether some of the questions need to be reworded or completely reassessed. Each of the two 

participants in the pilot interviews were hand-picked because of their uniqueness to the overall 

research. Snowball sampling was also initially used to access women in communities who fit 

the research criteria (Wang & Park, 2006). Deciding on the participants for the interviews relied 

heavily on the success of the pilot interviews and gaining access to a variety of women from a 

diverse range of cultures and social backgrounds. 

Wang & Park (2006) note that depending on the success of the pilot interviews, the 

responses can be included in the results. The two pilot interviews were taken with this in mind.  

One of the pilot interviews was included the in the data and the other was not included mainly 

because the questions provoked a level of sensitivity that appeared to skew the participant’s 

response. Wang & Park (2006) also relate the likelihood that interviews might awaken 

unconscious sensitivities, which was the case in this particular interview. Although not 

included, this interview offered invaluable information in how to conduct future interviews. 

This participant was not informed that her responses were not being included, nor was the 

suggestion made to redo the interview. 

Following the pilot interviews, ten other interviews were taken. These interviews were 

conducted and recorded and each of the interviews was transcribed verbatim. The interviews 

took place at a location agreed on by the participant, either in their own home, or another 

location in which they felt most comfortable. Two of the interviews posed technical difficulties 

rendering them inaudible and therefore taken again a few days later, with the permission of the 

participants. Ten of the interviews were conducted in Icelandic and two in English. The English 

interviews were perhaps the most natural in their interaction because both the participants and 

the author are native English speakers. Alternatively, the other ten interviews that were taken 
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in Icelandic were of a slightly different nature, given that both the interviewer and the 

interviewees speak Icelandic as their second language. This led to a few instances where the 

replies were not easily understood or left some uncertainty. In such cases a note was made in 

the transcription documents that the material was unclear. In all, there were only a few minor 

incidences where this occurred.  

After collecting and transcribing the data, the material was coded into main themes and 

categories using ‘grounded theory’ (Wang & Park, 2016), and then systematically examined to 

uncover themes and patterns. This, Wang & Park note, is normal procedure for qualitative 

studies that use an inductive analysis approach, it is also the most common (p.220). Themes 

emerging from the data were identified and labelled, then systematically compared to the 

literature to uncover existing or emerging theories. 

To uncover themes relevant to the study, a coding frame was decided upon by organising 

the data into categories that represent the material most effectively. Because of the broad nature 

of the questions and the array of possible responses, material was deemed either relevant or 

irrelevant. Following Schreier (2012), a definition of what is relevant and what is irrelevant 

must be decided upon. If material is included that is irrelevant, it can interrupt the flow of 

analysis. Alternatively, if there is doubt as to whether some of the material is relevant, it is 

better to include it otherwise run the risk of over-looking important information. For this reason, 

the #Metoo question was added before the interview stage and kept in the coding stage. The 

information that emerged from the question became more relevant to the study as the campaign 

evolved to include the voices of foreign women living in Iceland. 

3.2 Participants 

The women asked to take part in the study came from several villages in East-Iceland. The 

desired requirements when choosing the participants were that they be over thirty years of age 

and have lived in Iceland for five years or more. Living in Iceland for a shorter period may not 

have given potential participants enough time to adapt to the language or become familiar with 

Icelandic social practices. A wide cross-section of women from a variety of ethnicities were 

asked to take part where ever possible. Similarly, women from different employment divisions 

and villages were also sought out for participation. It was also desired that there be a greater 

representation of Eastern European women in the study because they are by far the largest 

ethnic population in the area.  
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The women who took part in this study share the common factor of being foreigners in 

Iceland.  They have all lived in Iceland for ten years or more and they are all participants in the 

workforce. Some of them come from the same national origin and others do not. Some have 

Icelandic nationals as their partners, others have a partner who is also from another nationality, 

and some are single. The collective experiences of this group of women reveals both a unique 

and diverse range of perspectives. 

When deciding on the nationality of those asked to be interviewed, a few things were 

considered. Mainly, interviewing more Eastern-European nationals was a preference because 

they make up such a large part of the population of foreigners in East-Iceland. Immigrants come 

from many different backgrounds, both nationally and within their own native and local culture. 

Because this is such a complex group of individuals and because of multiple intersections: 

ethnicity, marital status variability, employment status, educational differences, place of 

residency within East-Iceland, linguistic diversity (both mother tongue and proficiency in 

Icelandic), within the research group, a wide range of other nationalities were chosen to gain a 

variety of ethnicities to explore similarities and differences. 

All of the people who were approached to participate in the study gave their consent without 

additional prompting or persuasion. From the eleven interviews presented, the participants 

come from North, East and Western Europe, as well as North America and Australasian 

countries.  

Table 1. Participants, nationality and years lived in Iceland 

Pseudonym Nationality Years lived in Iceland 

Amy Northern European 10 - 15 years 

Amanda Western European 10 - 15 years 

Andrea Northern America 11 - 15 years 

Belinda Australasia 15 – 20 years 

Brenda Eastern European 27 - 30 years 

Gail Eastern European 19 - 25 years 

Gina Western European 25 - 30 years 

Judith Australasia 30 - 35 years 

Kathy Eastern European 19 - 25 years 

Leanne Western European 16 - 20years 

Mary Eastern European 15 years 
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Amy is from Northern Europe and has lived in Iceland for ten years. Her husband as well 

as their two children are also from the same country. Both the children attended upper secondary 

school in Iceland. Amy has a master’s degree but is now working as a caregiver with the local 

social services. 

Amanda comes from Western Europe. She has officially lived in Iceland for ten years, but 

first came to Iceland in 1990. She has two children from her first marriage and another two 

children with her current Icelandic husband. The two older children live abroad, and the 

younger two attend primary school locally. She has a degree but is currently self-employed.  

Andrea is from North America where she has lived for most of her life. She was born in 

Eastern-Europe and her parents immigrated to North America when she was a baby. She has 

lived in Iceland for 11 years and is married to an Icelander. They don’t have any children. 

Andrea holds a master’s degree and is employed as a teacher in a local school. 

Belinda comes from Australasia and has lived in Iceland for 15 years. She has two children, 

both are half Icelandic, one is in primary school and the other in upper secondary school. She 

attained her education here in Iceland where she is studying to become a pre-school teacher. 

Brenda is from Eastern Europe and has lived in Iceland for 27 years. She has two children 

with her first husband, who is Icelandic. One of her children is an adult and the other in upper 

secondary school. Brenda doesn’t have any formal education and works as a carer for the local 

social services.  

Gail also comes from Eastern Europe and has lived in Iceland for 19 years. Her husband is 

Icelandic, and they have two children. One is in primary school and the other, who is adopted 

from an Eastern-Europe country, is in pre-school. Gail works in an office but had a trade before 

moving to Iceland.  

Gina comes from Western Europe, she is a single mother with two children, both in primary 

school. Their father is Icelandic. Gina has lived in Iceland for 25 years and originally came to 

Iceland to work with in agriculture. She finished upper secondary school in Western Europe 

and then attended agricultural school in Iceland, attaining a bachelor’s degree in agricultural 

sciences. Later she also attained a master’s degree from her home country.  She is employed in 

a government department in her local village.  

Judith is from Australasia and first came to Iceland over 30 years ago. She is the mother of 

five children, four with her Icelandic husband and one child before coming to Iceland. Judith is 
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educated as a registered nurse from her home country. She currently works on call with services 

in her local area and to out-lying farms and smaller places in the vicinity. 

Kathy is an Eastern European national and has lived in Iceland for 19 years. She is married 

to an Icelandic man and together they have two children, one in primary school and the other 

in upper secondary school. She manages an office block, over-seeing all the practical running 

of the building, such as communicating with the people who rent office space, attending to 

general maintenance needs and cleaning. She has a degree from her home country but has not 

sought to register her education in the Icelandic system. 

Leanne is Western-European. She has lived and worked in Iceland on and off for 16 years. 

Of those years, 5 were spent in her home country furthering her education in a specialised field. 

She is single and has no children. She owns and operates her own business in a local village. 

Mary comes from Eastern-Europe and is married to a man of the same nationality. They 

have three children who came to Iceland when they were in primary school. She and her family 

have lived in Iceland for 15 years. Mary has her education in horticulture and book keeping 

from her home country. Her employment is primarily in horticulture and related jobs since 

coming to Iceland.  

Most of the participants who took part in the study were in their mid to late forties, one in 

her fifties, and many of them have lived in Iceland for ten to twenty years or more. Several 

attempts were made to find females under the age of forty however this met with some difficulty 

because of the problem of finding a time to meet, either due to work or family commitments, 

or, as in two cases, where the women gave the reason that they were unable to participate 

because their husbands were busy and therefore there was no one to look after the children. The 

attempt to find younger participants also meant approaching women who either work in the 

fishing industry or with Alcoa, many of whom have not lived in the area for an extended period, 

or less than five years. This posed the added difficulty in finding younger participants who were 

reasonably proficient in either Icelandic or English to alleviate the need for an interpreter. 

3.3 Ethics  

There are a few ethical concerns for this research. Tang (2002) notes the dynamic between 

interviewer and interviewee and the ways in which this interaction can influence the research. 

Firstly, as the author is a female immigrant living in a small community in Iceland, the quality 

of the interviews may be enhanced through their own understanding and interpretations of their 

surroundings. Alternatively, it also allows the author the space to understand similar 
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experiences because they have been exposed to similar things. The main shortcoming that may 

present itself lies in the inability to experience or fully comprehend some of the experiences 

related by women from ethnicities dissimilar to the author’s own.  

The author as the interviewer can indeed minimise the social distance because of the 

similarities in critical life experiences in being a foreigner and having lived for some time in 

the East. Wang and Park (2016) on the other hand, warn about ethical encounters that may arise 

because of the very same familiarity with living in a small community and the possible access 

to knowledge about participants, through gossip or other means, that might compromise some 

of the data. All the information in this thesis relies only on the material that arose through the 

formal interview process to minimise contamination of the data.  

Secondly, the risk of inferred identification is relatively high due to the small size of the 

population in the East, and the even smaller population of immigrant women. Participants were 

made aware that their identity cannot be traced, and every effort has been made to ensure their 

names and locations are disguised. Each participant was informed that their real names will not 

be used and that they were not required to answer any questions that they felt uncomfortable 

with. These delicacies were given full respect by the author when recording the results and 

every effort has been made to reduce the likelihood that this can occur. 

Finally, to establish authenticity and a respectful rapport with the participants, each 

participant was informed that they will be able to withdraw their participation from the research 

at any time, in full or in part, up until the results and thesis are due to be published.  

One of the main risks involved is the difficulty in finding people willing to take part in the 

study (Wang & Park, 2016, p. 159). The aim was to find a varied range of participants from as 

many different backgrounds as possible. This was not always realistic because of the wide range 

of ethnic backgrounds and languages involved, the possibility that the participants would be 

available and willing to take part, or that the interviews may not be easily comprehended for 

transcription. In such cases the interviews might have been taken in vein and cause potential 

participants to be excluded from the research because of technical difficulties. Fortunately, this 

was not the case and most of the recordings were easily comprehendible and in most cases all 

the information could be easily transcribed.  

Another ethical point is the nature of this study, as it is very personal and indeed it pries 

into the subjective state of the participants. The risk that it might have uncovered unconscious 

grievances on the part of the participant that may make them uncomfortable and out of sorts. 
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The two pilot interviews were employed to help identify anything that might lead to the 

necessity to re-assess some of the questions, whether they are too personal or bring up strong 

emotional responses. This may not prevent problems from occurring despite the best of 

intentions. Participants are free to withdraw their participation at any time. If this were to occur, 

the interview will be discontinued. All efforts were made to ensure that the participants found 

the process interactive and friendly and in most cases the participants expressed that they found 

the experience of being interviewed rewarding. 

The researcher and author of this study is also a foreigner who has lived in the East-Iceland 

district for over thirty years. This may cause some unconscious bias when interpreting the data 

from the interviews. Moreover, the author has a certain amount of privilege as a foreigner 

because of the country of origin and because of linguistic advantage of being a native English 

speaker. All efforts have been made to remain conscious of that privilege and remain impartial 

to the responses from the participants, especially when their experiences differed to my own.     

3.4 Strengths and limitations 

Personal interviews taken with each of the participants allowed for ease in relating and sharing 

that made the participants comfortable to reveal their thoughts on some complex and sensitive 

material. At times there was a sense that the participants had never expressed their feelings on 

some of the questions that were asked, which offered a genuine space for them to express their 

inner thoughts. Many of the participants are highly aware that gender equality is an emphasised 

concern in Icelandic society, but may not have felt included in the discussion, nor had the 

opportunity to express themselves on the subject. The wide range of ethnicities in the East-

Iceland area made for a diverse range of opinion that benefitted many perspectives and cultural 

differences.  

Conversely, although an attempt was made to interview women from countries other than 

European and English-speaking countries, it was difficult to access many of them because of 

their geographical location, or because they felt their participation might not be appreciated by 

their spouses. Adding their voice to the mix may have divulged another level of nuance to the 

understanding of gender and immigrants in the region.  

Most of the immigrants interviewed in this study have lived in the area, or in Iceland, for 

many years. For this reason, they don’t give a complete picture of the current situation for all 

women living in East-Iceland. Because of the parameters decided on for the study, perspectives 

of women working in positions such as cleaning, hospitality and the fishing industry are absent 
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from the discussion on gender equality and immigrant attitudes. Moreover, this study is limited 

to East-Iceland and is therefore not indicative of all foreign women who have lived in Iceland 

for a similar length of time.  
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4 Results 

The results of this study are presented through several main themes that were either common 

to most of the participants or, have significantly dominated the narrative.  In many cases, the 

themes tend to merge into one another. The results are presented after making rigorous 

connections between the themes and comparing their connections. In instances where there is 

only a hue of difference between categories, the best possible categorical match has been 

chosen. Several patterns emerged from the data that can be presented in different ways. The 

table provides a visual overview of the themes and how they are categorised. 

Table 2. Overview of categorised themes 

INTERSECTIONALITY & GENDER EQUALITY 

TRANSNATIONAL INTERSECTIONS 

LANGUAGE 

CULTURE AND SOCIETY 

WORK, EDUCATION AND REMUNERATION 

GENDER EQUALITY 

TRANSNATIONALISM (HOME) 

#METOO 

GENDER LAWS IN ICELAND 

 

 The overarching themes are intersectionality and gender equality. The first section on 

transnational intersections covers the intersections that influence the way the participants’ life 

circumstances change when becoming transnational. All the participants speak Icelandic as a 

second language, a theme that dominated not only the way the participants understood 

themselves in relationship to the new environment, but also because each of the participants has 

varying degrees of competency. Similarly, they have all relocated to a new and unfamiliar 

culture and society and blend their native cultural background with that of the local culture of 

the village in which they now live. The way in which they perceive the new culture differs 

depending on their own backgrounds, which are somewhat diverse. This is of special interest 

also because of the remoteness of East-Iceland not only in Iceland (many Icelanders prefer not 

to live in rural villages in their own country), but also on a global scale. Themes pertaining to 

education, professional life and income are intrinsically linked to being a foreign woman in 

Iceland, firstly, because these are dominant aspects of the mainstream debate on gender equality 

in the workplace, and secondly, because foreign women in Iceland are mostly employed in low 

paid jobs.  
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The second section on gender reveals the participants’ general attitudes towards gender 

equality, both from the perspective of their own background and how they experience equality 

in the home. All the participants live their lives in more than one country, either physically, 

virtually or vicariously. For many, the ties to their home country are strong and active despite 

having lived many years abroad. Transnationalism as a theme fuzzes the boundaries of what is 

traditionally referred to as ‘home’, family and the way in which relationships are enacted. This 

crosses with attitudes towards gender because it is experienced from varied perspectives. 

Because of their direct connection to gender equality, themes pertaining to #Metoo and gender 

laws in Iceland are also included in the gender equality category.  

4.1 Transnational intersections   

4.1.1 Language 

For all people who immigrate to another country one of the main obstacles to successfully adapt 

to the new environment is being able to navigate the linguistic terrain. All the participants in 

this study have lived in Iceland for more than ten years, yet because of their positioning in the 

regions, they have had little access to Icelandic courses. When courses are available, they are 

not differentiated and therefore cannot accommodate the various needs of the small group of 

learners, leaving those who have reached advanced stages of learning the language spinning 

their wheels.  

All the participants speak some level of Icelandic and all of them relate the difficulty of the 

language and the barrier it poses in their daily lives. Each were asked to gauge their proficiency 

as ‘very good’, ‘good’, or ‘not good’; a question that was met with mixed responses. Many of 

the participants mentioned that Icelandic people have told them that they speak Icelandic very 

well. Despite praise from native speakers some of the women didn’t always feel confident in 

their ability.   

Several of the participants noted the difficulty that learning Icelandic posed in their lives. 

The extent of the difficulty related to the workplace, and to the ability to adapt to the culture. 

Andrea commented on the time-consuming nature of learning Icelandic and Amy expressed 

that some foreigners have more support from other foreign nationals from similar backgrounds. 

Others noted that having an Icelandic partner made learning and interacting in Icelandic more 

accessible. These comments not only relate the complex nature of being a foreigner, they also 

reveal a level of comparison that foreigners exercise on themselves and others. In many cases, 

the participants held opinions about other foreigners and their ability, or inability, to use 
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Icelandic. In other cases, the workplace presented problems for using the language, especially 

in cases where the job required professional levels of written and spoken Icelandic, and more 

so when English was also a requirement. 

Gail’s work requires her to interact with government offices. She often felt nervous about 

speaking Icelandic when she began work in her current employment. She recalls how nervous 

she was and the response she often received from those with whom she needed to interact: 

Maybe when I began working here and my Icelandic was quite basic…All types of 

departments were trying to explain what the situation was, and they also heard I wasn’t 

Icelandic. First I heard a change of tone. And sometimes I think, that was only in the 

beginning not now, that people didn’t want to talk to me because I got confused, 

understand, when I was speaking. I would rather go to her (…) and not to you.  

As already stated, only two of the eleven interviews were taken in English with native 

English speakers. All the other participants declined the offer to participate in English stating 

that their proficiency in Icelandic was better than their English. When speaking about her 

proficiency in Icelandic, Amanda says:  

I understand everything, I read also a lot of Icelandic listen to the news and all sorts I 

understand in reality everything and probably much better than English…”. 

 Amanda uses Icelandic in her normal, daily situations. However, because of the changing 

nature of the country with the increase in tourism, she feels pressured to improve her skills in 

English. She feels there is a huge demand to stay relevant in the workplace. It isn’t enough to 

learn Icelandic and speak her native language, now, she feels the need to become reasonably 

proficient in a third language.     

Gail had quite a lot to say about how language and communication in her second language 

affect her daily interactions. She places her proficiency in Icelandic as ‘good’ and feels that she 

is sometimes overwhelmed in her interactions at work where she is employed to perform office 

work, but also acts as a translator between foreign nationals and Icelandic workers and officials: 

I am content with that when I can have normal communication, but I am not content with 

that when I am working in, can answer quickly in Icelandic, I need to answer all kinds of 

letters. (…) It is always all too slow. But I can, I can write, but I always need to have 

someone make corrections. Read over and check what is incorrect. 

 It is difficult to portray the angst felt by Gail when she relates this information. In her job, 

she comments, that she needs to switch between her own language and Icelandic for much of 

the day. Not only does she write letters, but also emails and acts as a translator when foreign 

nationals working in East-Iceland come to the office requiring help because the other Icelandic 
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people in the office cannot understand the language. Gail reiterated her opinion that language 

was the most important thing for foreigners to understand and learn if they were intending to 

stay for more than a few months in Iceland. 

Moreover, Gail, like Amanda, also spoke about the problem that she felt she faced in her 

daily interactions; the growing demands of the workplace for people to speak English, a 

language that she hasn’t learned in her home country and feels she has little to no proficiency: 

The demands are now different than when I came to Iceland, the employment market has 

changed. Now people come here to work from all countries, from Spain, Portugal, uuu, or 

you understand. And then, they don’t want to learn Icelandic straight away or they come 

for a short time and the only language that is in place is just English. 

Here Gail is referring to the nature of her job and the dealings she has daily. The reality of 

her position causes her to feel out of her depth at times and she really wants to be able to remedy 

the situation:  

I need to just climb up more now to, to once again attain results at work, I just answer the 

phone and talk with people who only speak English. Now I just don’t trust myself any 

longer to say too much. Or you know. And I like I am once again learning Icelandic the 

same now as I landed in with English, at least it is possible.  

While Gail’s comment here seems disjointed in its delivery, it is indicative of the level of 

anxiety she feels when placed in a position where she feels out of her depth. The linguistic 

requirements of her job are demanding and are the driving force in her level of awareness about 

language and communication, which is largely influenced by the work she performs, but also 

bears similarities to other participants remarks.  

Gail continued to emphasise her thoughts on the difficulty that communicating in Icelandic 

posed to herself and others. She adds the following to her experience of some of the local, 

foreign, people and their language skills, noting the barrier language poses to nearly all levels 

of society: 

It is relation to the language, because you cannot speak, you cannot say, you cannot express 

yourself, you cannot explain what you re feeling, it hinders quite extraordinary much and 

confidence becomes extremely little. (…) Plus that information literacy when you are 

illiterate. You cannot read to get information that is right in front of you, you don’t know 

where to look for help, if something happens, you don’t know where you can find a way to 

educate yourself, how the system works, about people, about festivities, about everything. 

Family life, err, culture and all. There comes isolation which is extremely difficult to live 

here and life. (…). There are families that have come here but live as if they have always 

just arrived to Iceland. Because they don’t take the step. Because they don’t learn the 

language. They don’t get any further into the society. They have children in the schools, 

children in the school also but they just the same, they are in their own society.  
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In this instance, Gail is not only referring to the barrier that many people experience because 

of their lack of language skills, she also sees it as a problem for the transnational children who 

cannot interact with the local children. She relates that initially the families come with the 

intention of only staying for a year or two, but often this time is extended. She mentions that 

they have no real connections or friendships with Icelandic people and therefore feel 

disconnected. Moreover, she continues that many of the people who are in this predicament are 

well educated in their home counties but end up in cleaning jobs here because they lack the 

confidence to change their situation. When asked whether this might be a systemic problem, a 

lack of willingness of national agencies to help, Gail replied that there were probably many 

reasons and thought that all too often foreigners didn’t respect the local language enough to 

participate in society by attempting to learn enough to be more self-reliant. 

Kathy had a similar opinion to Gail noting that too many people, especially from Eastern-

European countries, don’t adapt because they won’t learn the language and therefore remain on 

the peripherals of society. Kathy notes that many foreign people who have worked in the area 

for a few years don’t learn the language and they live on the premise that there is no reason to 

learn Icelandic because there is nothing to do in the community anyhow. In Kathy’s response, 

she says that their ignorance is based on information that is perpetuated by others who also 

don’t respect the local language enough to learn it. Kathy notes that it is most likely more 

difficult to adapt because this group of foreigners both live and work only with people from the 

same country and therefore have a limited opportunity to practice the language.   

Judith also referred to many Eastern-European workers who don’t make the effort to 

integrate or learn the language. She says that they only come here to work, leaving their families 

at home. From this response it could be assumed that language an important aspect of the 

integration process for Judith. Her reply is similar to Gail’s and Kathy’s where they show some 

concern for the large number of foreigners living in the area who aren’t able to contribute to, or 

partake in, their local societies.  

Andrea has grown up in a bilingual home, where both her parents immigrated from Eastern-

Europe to an English-speaking country when she was very young. Her parents are fluent in 

English and she is also proficient in both languages. She says that despite this she struggles 

with Icelandic and finds it difficult to learn. She admits to being her own worst enemy, and that 

she could invest more time into becoming more proficient, but she chooses to spent her time on 

other things. She is capable of interacting successfully in Icelandic, but has not mastered 
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writing, nor developed a large vocabulary. Andrea reveals that she often relies on her husband 

for help when needing to deal with written language in official contexts. 

 A few of the other participants agreed that language was a hindrance and an important 

part of the integration process. Only Gina felt entirely confident in all aspects of communicating 

in Icelandic. She noted that many people have told her that she speaks with almost native 

fluency and has very little trouble communicating in writing, something with which many 

foreigners endlessly struggle. The participants agree that taking the responsibility to learn the 

language is the most important step towards understanding Icelandic culture and society.    

4.1.2 Culture and society 

Integration into society is an important part of having the ability to live a full and fulfilling life. 

The participants were asked how they thought foreigners generally adapted to life in Iceland 

and what they thought was important to integrate into society. All the participants felt that 

taking part in their place of residence was important if they were to integrate. However, they 

had differing opinions on how they felt transnationals adapted. 

When the participants were asked if they had Icelandic friends, there were mixed replies. 

Many said that they knew a lot of Icelandic people as acquaintances, while others said they did 

have friends, but they were part of their Icelandic family. The single women replied that they 

had Icelandic friends. A few of the participants said that they were somewhat reclusive by 

nature and didn’t seek friendships. One of the women said that because she didn’t have children, 

she found it more difficult to connect to people, noting that she had little in common with many 

of the people in her area. However, she had made Icelandic friends through her hobby, but they 

didn’t live in this area of the country.  

Kathy said that there is an element of resentment towards her because she has an Icelandic 

husband and family and that some of her native peers say that it is easier for her to integrate, 

but not for them because they don’t have anyone to help them. Andrea has a similar feeling 

towards what it takes to adapt to society as Kathy. In her experience, and what she knows about 

other foreigners who live in Iceland, it is much easier to adapt if you are in a relationship or 

have contact with an Icelander. She also expresses that the traditional gender roles may make 

it more difficult to meet others because women are largely expected to take care of the home, 

which allows for fewer opportunities to mingle with local women.  

Belinda said the best way to adapt to society is to take part in after work interactions. For 

example, if there was a happy hour get together every now and again, to attend and mix with 
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the people from work. She thinks it is a good way to understand the culture of the local people 

and show an interest. She also mentioned taking part in regular celebrations and festivals such 

as Þorrablót and the events around the harvest festival, Ormsteiti, in Egilsstaðir.  

In a similar fashion to other participants, Leanne says that it is important to participate in 

the local festivals and events. She is a Þorrablót enthusiast and has the tendency to attend several 

each year. She also enjoys going to the country in the spring for the lambing season, she takes 

part in the autumn sheep round ups and believes that getting involved in the Christmas 

celebrations all contribute to successfully integrating into society.  

Gail agreed the wisest course of action for understanding the culture and integration is to 

take an active part in the local culture. However, Gina thought that it might be difficult for 

people from Eastern-European countries to adapt to the local culture and society because of the 

prejudice towards them in Iceland. She continues to say that it is important not to forego one’s 

own identity and culture to adapt to an Icelandic lifestyle, but it is important to accept the local 

culture. An example from her own experience was having read some of the Icelandic sagas. She 

reported that it was an immensely helpful feature of her own understanding of Icelandic culture 

and it was a useful attribute for her to be able to connect with the people whom she met in her 

job. In other words, building a rapport with the local people can play a significant role in 

adapting and integrating into society.  

Andrea said that integration and interaction in the new environment can meet with 

obstacles. She relates a story where she knew a foreign woman who had some hard luck when 

trying to interact with government agencies when applying for permits for family members 

because she had not sufficiently adapted to Icelandic culture and was unable to handle her 

situation: 

…I had another friend and she had like many different family problems with her family 

coming over and just being the one that was responsible for taking care of her family and 

government offices because her Icelandic was more proficient than the parents, again I 

watched her she nearly had a breakdown…she did she had a clinical breakdown because 

the stress was just way too much, not just for her but for anybody to handle…and she really, 

she freaked out she couldn’t do it and she was also a single mother she has her own family 

her own responsibilities and she’s taking care of her extended family because they are just 

inept, not inept but their Icelandic, there’s no way… 

 

Andrea expresses the immense stress that some foreigners face because they have less 

opportunity to adapt to society mainly because they don’t have connections to large families 
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who can help them, and because the local people and agencies aren’t always supportive. Overall 

however, she reports that most of the foreign people she has interacted with, from many 

different situations, single people, refugees and transnationals, are adapting quite well to 

Icelandic society. 

When asked about the most important thing for foreigners to integrate, Andrea replied that 

it was a big question. She thought that being involved in the community and the culture, which 

could be anything from something big to the immediate surroundings. Mostly, she shared the 

similar thoughts to some of the other participants that attending events and taking part in local 

celebrations was important. In her own experience, her job as a teacher immediately placed her 

in an integrated space, whether she liked it or not, because she interacted regularly with the 

students and their parents. She also reveals that because of her job she is exposed to a lot of 

what is happening in the community. She adds that accepting the fact that integration takes time 

is important to acknowledge.  

Amanda thinks that many foreigners adapt well to an Icelandic lifestyle. She mentions the 

importance of giving something of yourself to the community, to make yourself useful in some 

way. As an example, she offers the many foreign musicians who live and work in the Icelandic 

regions and their contribution to the local culture. In her opinion, the foreigners she knows feel 

free to be themselves and generally have only positive experiences of adapting and integrating 

into local society. 

Amy’s response was given with a sense of realism. She noted that foreigners are different, 

and it is something that needs to be accepted. It seems that Amy doesn’t mean that being 

different means being less or beneath. In her words she says: 

Foreigners have a different community; we need to acknowledge it here we are different 

and that is normal. Do you know what a unnamed country woman said to me? That she 

was one step over me in Iceland because she is from a unnamed country, (…) it was a bit 

strange… 

From the second part of this comment it seems that Amy found this thought unusual. She 

went on to say that the person who made the comment was a colleague and it was meant to be 

a joke. From Amy’s point of view, there was nothing amusing about it, she was insulted by the 

comment irrespective of the intention.  

Amy also speaks about the need to take part in the local culture for integration. In a similar 

response as that of a few other participants, she makes comment about Eastern-European people 

who don’t make the effort to merge with the local people by keeping to themselves. She 
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mentions that her experience of Eastern-European people in her own country, and in other 

places where she has witnessed large numbers of Eastern-European nationals living together 

outside their own country, there is a similar pattern where they tend to mainly interact among 

themselves. 

When asked the same question, Brenda talks about older people from foreign backgrounds 

who find it difficult to adapt to the new lifestyle because they are so set in their ways. She goes 

on to say that the older people think that the local people need to adjust their culture to help 

them feel comfortable. Brenda continues that she tells people with this idea that it is the 

immigrant’s responsibility to adapt to the Icelander’s culture, and not the other way around, 

because they are the outsider. Brenda goes on to say, as with other participants, that there are 

two groups of foreigners who come to Iceland, those who have decided to move with their 

family, or to start a family, and those who have only come to work. The former, she continues, 

adapt well in the knowledge that they want to stay in Iceland, and the latter don’t make any 

effort to adapt or learn the language. Brenda believes the most important thing for integration 

into the culture is the will to adapt. Learning the language, showing an interest in how the local 

people live and participation in society, are important for integration.    

Most of the participants were in agreeance that the onus of responsibility to adapt to society 

is on the foreigner and not on the local people. Taking an interest in the local culture and 

festivities was an important factor for most of the participants. Mary mentioned that she thought 

too many foreigners complained about the weather and that it was unlikely that anyone who 

couldn’t accept the factors that go with living in a country like Iceland would stay for long.  

Amy mentioned that she experienced loneliness as a barrier for foreigners at first, but then 

retracted her view somewhat by adding that this might be because she herself didn’t have a lot 

of energy when she had finished work and needed to rest, especially after a few days of shift 

work. She also commented that there were not many of her own countrymen in the area, which 

posed a barrier to feeling content. She further commented that it is easier for Eastern-European 

nationals because they have the support of their own people and language.  

In a similar vein, Gina mentioned that where she lives the society is closed and she finds it 

difficult to connect with the local people. In her situation she also mentions not having much 

family and friends for support, especially because she has gone through a divorce and become 

a single parent. Also, more recently, her daughter has been unwell for an extensive period: 
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Yes, I have girl-friends and it is not meant to sound bad but Icelanders just don’t get it that 

there are people in the community who don’t have large families who need to get into the 

community and yes I think it is because I am a foreigner and I have noticed that here (…) 

that a person is a bit outside and even though a person is well received there is just the same 

no interest in that person  

Gina continued to say that she has friends but feels that the small size of the community is 

somewhat isolating because people in large families stick together while ignoring others in the 

community. In her view, this is a barrier for foreign women who don’t have a way into the 

community because they are not connected through family ties, which she finds alienating. 

Amanda speaks of a similar barrier to Gina. In her experience she feels grateful that her 

husband is Icelandic because she might otherwise experience the closedness of the community 

more acutely: 

Humm, yes, although I think that I am such that people accept me then I think that I am not 

quite in the community uh I am lucky that my husband is Icelandic and I am in and we 

know a lot of people, I know also a lot of my own countrymen here, many girlfriends and 

who help me a lot but otherwise I think I wouldn’t quite get in like that or just like on the 

surface and that is something I miss and that I know differently from my home country like 

conversations are deeper or like more honest than here. That’s all well and good when a 

person feels fine to say yes everything is fine but when a person doesn’t feel good then the 

person wouldn’t admit it, say or show it because Icelandic people are so duglegir at 

handling difficult situations and it isn’t common to talk about it.  

The perception of the community as being alienating is equally obvious to Amanda as it is 

to Gina, but Amanda is aware that her husband acts as a buffer to the intense isolation she might 

otherwise feel. Amanda mentions that she has several friends from the same country of origin 

who feel isolated from the community. She goes on to say that when some of her friends are 

having personal problems, they find it difficult to connect to others, express themselves and 

really be heard. She continues to say that there is a network of about twelve other fellow 

countrymen (women) in the local area and they offer a support net for one another. She doesn’t 

have any ill feeling towards Icelandic people, the opposite, she just cannot connect to them on 

a deeper than surface level. 

One of the participants has had the experience of being racialised in her home country. She 

mentioned that for her this was also apparent as a foreign woman in Iceland. In her experience, 

she is often stared at and in some cases, she has been followed in shops because the proprietors 

suspect she may have designs to steal. Even though this is a barrier for her in Iceland, mostly 

because of her native origins, she reveals that this is a common occurrence in her home country. 

She goes on to say that once people hear her speak Icelandic the barrier subsides, and she feels 

more at ease.  
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In a similar vein, another participant mentioned that she had experienced racism. She 

mentioned that both she and her children had been bullied, at school and in the workplace, and 

that they have had to bear the brunt of the ‘helvítis útlendingar’ slurs directly. Her children had 

been told that they were not pure bloods. When talking about this experience, Brenda’s voice 

is full of disappointment because her children are half Icelandic, born and raised in Iceland. She 

feels this as an enormous barrier for her children and for other children who have also been 

born and raised in Iceland but have a foreign parent. 

Kathy said that equality was the greatest barrier for foreign women living in Iceland: 

Because we (…) are always foreigners and if we are applying for good jobs it is always the 

Icelanders from big families, friends, acquaintances. It is such a big barrier that even though 

I would have incredibly good education and experience from my home countrythen I still 

think I’m always in second place. I don’t think that we have quite the same opportunities.  

In this instance Kathy feels there is a difference between herself and Icelandic people. It 

must be noted that this feeling is in relationship to employment because she speaks about 

employment. However, she continues to say that foreigners always need to prove themselves 

and the expectations are more because of being foreign, even if a person has lived here for 

twenty to thirty years. Moreover, she recognises that there is an element of nepotism that exists 

in society that poses a barrier for immigrants.   

Belinda had a similar view to Kathy in respect to the workplace, where she feels that the 

workload to attaining a better position is a huge burden. She is a Pre-school teacher with a 

bachelor’s degree and finds the difficulty in what she refers to as “a large package” when talking 

about the many years needed to achieve a master’s degree and work her way up. She also refers 

to the difficulty of studying in Icelandic and then having the possibility to achieve management 

status. In her opinion it is a heavy load to be successful at work and highly educated and 

considers it an insurmountable barrier for immigrant women living in Iceland. 

4.1.3 Work, education and remuneration 

There was a general sense that all the participants were relatively content with their employment 

irrespective of whether they had found employment in their educational field or in something 

different. Each of the participants where asked about their experiences in the workplace, their 

education and whether they were satisfied with their wages, as well as how they have generally 

been treated as immigrant women in the Icelandic workplace. Most of them have positive 

experiences in the workplace with very little complaint about mistreatment or other behaviour 

that they considered inappropriate. Despite the overall positive experiences most of the 
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participants expressed, some mentioned they had dealt with some unpleasant situations that 

lingered in their memories. 

Brenda mentioned that she had on one occasion been bullied at work for speaking her native 

language with a co-worker from the same country. Another, Icelandic co-worker, reacted with 

anger towards them, showing contempt and becoming angry, followed by speaking badly about 

them in their workplace. Brenda felt the need to confront the Icelandic co-worker claiming they 

had done nothing wrong by speaking in their mother tongue when conversing between 

themselves, as there was nothing in their contract that disallowed it. However, the disagreement 

escalated for some time before it subsided. Brenda was able to stand up for herself throughout 

the disagreement and speak her mind. Brenda says her workplace experience has mostly been 

positive, and she feels capable in navigating her way through differences when they arise. 

Kathy mentioned that her workplace experience has been generally good, except she feels 

that there is always more pressure placed on foreign women to perform to a high standard to be 

accepted as an equal. In a job that she was employed in a few years ago she felt pressure to 

measure up to the expectations of others, especially Icelandic women. She didn’t articulate 

anything specific in this remark, simply felt an overall need to step-up to juggling many tasks 

that she felt were required of foreign women and not native Icelandic women.    

Belinda mentioned that she had experienced a misunderstanding in the workplace when her 

position was no longer available after she returned to work from maternity leave. At that time, 

she worked in a shop and had not said anything to her manager about resigning. The manager 

had assumed she would not return to work after her leave was over. She felt upset about the 

misunderstanding and felt uncertain as to why it occurred. She wasn´t aware that she needed to 

explicitly state that she was returning to work after her maternity leave was complete.  

There was a similar incidence in Mary’s workplace experience. In her case her employer 

had not paid into her holiday fund and she was considerably annoyed about it in May when the 

holiday fund is supposed to be paid out. She was not alone in this case as the other employees, 

both foreign and Icelandic, were also without their holiday funds. Mary didn’t report any other 

incidences where she had anything other than positive experiences.  

Amanda has a lot of experience in working in a predominantly male work environments 

and reports little to no dissatisfaction with her workplace experiences. She notes that many 

people who work in her industry have very strong opinions about certain aspects of her work.  

However, she feels that her high level of education from an Icelandic university earns her 
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respect for the work she does. She also mentions that she is the unique position of being one of 

only a few people with her expertise in the area and were she to cease working, people would 

have to seek similar services elsewhere, which would prove inconvenient and costly.  

Gina also works in a predominantly male environment. She also has considerable 

experience working in environmental science and agriculture. She comments on the positive 

encounters she has had while overseeing conservation contracts with farmers, noting that 

although they lived in somewhat remote parts of the country, they were open-minded and 

interested in her work and expertise. However, she has often felt that the institution for which 

she works undervalues her and her contributions because she is a woman:  

I think as a man I would have been paid higher wages straight away, I’m almost certain but 

I have no proof but am fairly certain that it is such I am always finding out again and again 

that I am trampled on. 

The sense that there is a familiar type of inequality in the workplace was a recurring part of 

the interview. Gina is conscious that she is overlooked for larger promotions within her 

profession despite her excellent education. She continues to express her feelings about her 

experience even when she is managing projects: 

… as an example if a person is a project manager for a particular project then just the same 

some man forces himself in and controls or something like that, that’s how it’s experienced 

and I think it has nothing to do with me being a foreigner rather that I am a foreigner and a 

woman and it isn’t conscious I think for men I think that they do don’t do it on purpose it’s 

just something in the society and upbringing that they just know better (…) but fortunately 

I am now opposing it and then it follows that yes sorry that a person needs to really point 

it out to them that it isn’t alright and such and only then do they get it. 

In this case Gina feels that the scales are tipped against her because she is both foreign and 

female. She feels dissatisfaction with the habits her male colleagues are perpetuating in the 

workplace noting that they are unacceptable actions that need to be addressed by speaking about 

the behaviour.  

Amy expressed some experiences of dissatisfaction in the workplace in the first position 

that she was employed in East-Iceland as a teacher. In her experience, the students bullied her 

complaining about her accent. At the time she didn’t speak any Icelandic and felt immense 

inequality in her teaching position because she didn’t understand the complaints and no-one 

from management explained the situation to her. When she asked why the students were 

unhappy with her, she was not given a satisfactory explanation, instead she was told that the 

students were entitled to their opinion as we live in a democracy. Amy felt disappointed and 
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upset and left the position. Following this experience Amy found employment in the care sector. 

Her experience has been relatively positive in that position, except on one other occasion where 

Amy experienced an Icelandic co-worker who was constantly ‘spying’ on her to find fault with 

her work. She felt it was out of racism but noted that the behaviour continued for a short time 

and ended with the person being dismissed.  

Through these experiences Amy has felt discriminated against because of her cultural and 

linguistic difference. The discrimination she experienced in the first workplace was met with 

no support from management. However, in the discrimination she suffered in the second 

instance, action was taken. Amy wasn’t aware whether the perpetrator was dismissed from the 

workplace because of the behaviour towards her, or whether there was more to the situation.     

Judith is a registered healthcare worker who has sometimes encountered a cool reception 

from her clientele. She has never really felt anything other than positive experiences, although 

she mentions that at first many of the older Icelandic people didn’t feel comfortable because 

she was learning Icelandic and couldn’t express herself well enough to be understood. Once 

that problem was over her workplace experience improved and she has only positive 

experiences: 

no I don‘t think I had any problem, then there were mainly older people it was really an old 

folks home and it was how I spoke and I am really glad for the experience because you had 

to speak really good Icelandic because you were dealing with people who didn’t speak 

English so if you didn’t speak correctly they just wouldn’t understand what you were 

talking about you know it‘s just a language problem sometimes they would be saying, 

“what are you saying?”  

Andrea mentioned an instance from her experience in the workplace where she was 

employed in her early days of living in Iceland in a care facility, where the people expected her 

to speak more Icelandic. She spoke about the enormous amount of anxiety that she felt from 

being pressured to speak the language while trying to work out the culture, what to buy in the 

supermarket, navigate services and such. She felt that people were too harsh in their 

expectations of foreigners to speak Icelandic when they themselves had not experienced the 

tremendous strain involved in moving to another country, finding work and trying to perform 

to everyone’s expectations. She felt most people almost suffer a mental breakdown under the 

stress of it all. 

These expereinces, although short-term problems, have had a lasting effect on the 

participants who expressed them. They are strongly related to matters of difference in the 
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workplace, whether linguistic, cultural or gender specific, and they relate an element of 

expectation and lack of tollerence of foreign women in the new environment.       

 The participants were asked about their education and where it was attained, before 

coming to Iceland, after arrival, or both. Several of them had attained university degrees before 

arriving to Iceland in fields such as the healthcare sector, the arts, education (play school and 

upper secondary levels) and agricultural sectors. Others had attained tertiary level education in 

child care, horticulture and dress making. All except one of the participants who attained their 

degrees before arriving to Iceland are employed in their academic field.  

Of those who had attained tertiary level education, many of them have had a change in 

career upon coming to Iceland. Two of them have attained university degrees since coming to 

Iceland, one has attained her bachelor’s degree in pre-school education and the other a Bachelor 

of Science in business studies. They are now employed in each of their respective fields. The 

horticulturalist is employed in her field and the other participants have chosen to explore other 

employment fields.  

When asking how difficult it was for the participants to have their education recognised in 

Iceland, most of them didn’t find it difficult. They did mention however that it did seem to take 

some time. Not all the participants wanted to undergo the process of having their education 

assessed, choosing rather to pursue a different occupational path. The participants who had 

tertiary education were able to find work in their respective fields. The dressmaker had her 

initial trade from her home country and attempted to complete her education here: 

I have, I have finished, technical school in my home country and I have also here, my 

foundation is in dressmaking. I finished upper secondary school in home country and then 

went to technical school in the same subject. I was going to finish here in Iceland, I started 

my master’s education here, but I’m afraid it isn’t possible to finish it here because there 

are so few who are enrolled, and they wait for, here, at least needs ten, there’s a small wait. 

I started in Verkmenntaskólinn á Austurlandi. 

She had attempted to work on her own accord in her field of work but was unable to pursue 

it because of other complications: 

Yes, I have tried to open myself here, something and that, that was a bit difficult first, and 

stopped because of pain, because of hmm. I was diagnosed with a disease and then I here I 

stopped, with it and was, I don’t remember how many years. A few years I was on social 

benefits but I couldn’t be too long at home I was very isolated and needed to do something 

more, change, change professions and learn more Icelandic. And look for some 

employment for myself go into the community more. 
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She is now employed as an office manager after having completed a course in office 

administration and has also graduated from upper secondary school by attending Keilir as a 

distance student. She has ambitions to continue her education and gain a university degree.   

Another participant has also gained her education since living in Iceland. She has attained 

her degree in pre-school teaching and has completed three of the five years that is now 

compulsory to gain a fully recognised placement as a pre-school teacher. In her experience she 

has found that it is exceptionally difficult to attain the high level of study necessary to become 

a pre-school teacher because of the language, and the time it takes to study after working a full 

day and tending to her family. She has attained a bachelor’s degree and wants to continue to 

study towards completing a master’s degree, to attain better wages and position. She is very 

conscious of the difficulty that is involved in moving up the ladder of educational and 

professional success and notes: “It’s a big package…with the child…difficult to educate oneself 

for many years…just get your master’s degree and then work your way up”. In her 

understanding, the wages for a pre-school teacher with a bachelor’s degree are less than the 

wages of office administration employees in local council positions.  

The health care specialist found work in her field soon after arriving to Iceland and after a 

few years’ experience she returned to her home to further her education and attain another 

specialisation in the same field. Upon returning to East-Iceland she opened her own practice 

and small business.  

Another participant, who has sought to change her employment field in Iceland, initially 

came here to learn more in the agricultural field. After coming to Iceland for a few years she 

began her education. Prior to coming to Iceland, she was employed as a pre-school teacher 

having attained her education in pre-school and special needs education form her home country. 

She has chosen however not to pursue this professional field in Iceland and works solely in the 

fields of agriculture and tourism.  

Yet another participant, who also has her education in pre-school teaching, has chosen not 

to pursue her profession in Iceland as her main desire in working with children was to work 

with orphans. She has not tried to have her education recognised here in Iceland because she 

does not envisage herself working in any other environment than that which she initially set out 

to educate herself in. She oversees the operations of a block of offices in her village and feels 

content with her current position.  
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When the question as to whether the participants were satisfied with their wages there was 

an element of dissatisfaction. For example, two of the participants run their own businesses. 

They felt they were earning below their peers but understood that this was an inherent part of 

building up and owning a business. One of them mentions that her wages are below par when 

compared to her peers working in the same profession and specialist field. She says, “It’s not 

so easy, I work for myself, I have just begun, sort of just begun, and don’t pay myself high 

wages to begin with…and you know, if I work longer, then the wages increase”. Her comments 

might be interpreted to mean both working longer hours and over an extended period. She is 

seeking to employ another professional but has not been successful in finding a suitable person 

mainly due to the difficulty filling professional positions in the regions, especially in the health 

industry.  

Another of the participants is also dissatisfied with her wages. In her case, her wages are 

relatively low because she has not finished her master’s degree in pre-school teaching. She 

needs to spend another two years studying at master’s level to be eligible for a wage increase if 

she stays in the same profession. Her dissatisfaction lies both in the years she has already spent 

trying to increase her earning capability by becoming educated at an Icelandic university, and 

because she doesn’t feel she has enough energy to study for another two years. As already 

mentioned, she feels the burden of what is involved in moving up the professional ladder and 

attaining higher wages; she adds: “…those who work in for example office jobs or work for the 

government…we are paid lower than other government employees”. While she speaks not only 

for herself but for her whole profession as is evident in her use of “we”, she none-the-less is 

speaking to the additional pressure to either continue and attain her master’s degree in pre-

school teaching, or continue with the wages she is currently receiving with no real opportunity 

for improvement. Comparatively, the earnings of pre-school teachers are considerably lower 

than other participants who are employed in government positions.  

Another participant mentioned some dissatisfaction with her wages as she felt that there 

was a discrepancy between her earnings and other employees in her workplace:  

Yes and no I naturally work for the government and there the wages are not as high as other 

places but, but the balance comes because one is given a lot of security and that has its 

benefits. But what I am not pleased about is that it has been inequality within the institution 

between men and women and work is being done to rectify that. 

She goes on to mention that her wages had increased once she began to address the problem 

with her superiors. She also mentioned that she wasn’t certain about the extent of the problem, 
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however she was aware that her workplace was about to investigate wage discrepancies with 

the recent implementation of the standard for wage equality. 

Yet another participant mentioned that her wages as a teacher were comparatively less than 

in her home country. She added that there was considerably less stress involved in teaching in 

Iceland than what she had experienced in teaching in her home country. She felt that the trade-

off was worthwhile.  

One participant mentioned that she wasn’t entirely satisfied with her income. A few days 

prior to being interviewed she had spoken to her boss to see if she could get a wage increase. 

Because she works in a large company, her manager needed to approach people higher up the 

management ladder, so she wasn’t sure what would come out of her request.  

Most of the other participants were somewhat satisfied with their wages. Two of the 

participants were extremely satisfied with their wages. One of them noted that her wages were 

much better than she had hoped for when she gained employment her current position. The 

other spoke about the benefits in her job, such as flexible working hours, which allowed her the 

time to tend to personal matters like doing the shopping or organising after school activities for 

her children. She equated the flexible working hours as a positive part of her income. 

Most of the participants generally report a positive attitude towards their workplace and the 

current position in which they are employed. Differences are a normal part of the workplace, 

however, the ones reported here can be directly linked to the participants’ awareness of their 

being different and knowing differently to the local environment. In occurrences where they 

felt the need to address injustices, some were able to tackle them head-on, while others accepted 

this as part of their situation.  A few have chosen to learn new skills, attending bridging courses 

and university courses that have led to better employment opportunities and higher wages.   

4.2 Gender equality 

Questions about gender equality were asked from the perspective of the participants experience 

in Iceland coming from another country; their general attitudes towards gender equality, 

whether men and women should have the same rights in the home, the same wages and 

employment opportunities and whether they felt there were more opportunities for women in 

Iceland. 

Gina spoke about the difference between the opportunities she and her brother had when 

they were younger and living in their country of origin. She always felt that their access to 
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opportunities were equal. When speaking about her feelings about gender equality in Iceland, 

she felt that there was too much pressure on women in Icelandic society: 

… I think see that there is quite a lot placed on women here in Iceland we need that is to 

say do everything and everything well, work, the home, the children and the pressure that 

is placed on us is just too much and so I am also not in agreeance see some are always like, 

as if women should be like men, I am proud to be a woman and I want to just be allowed 

to be a woman. 

Gina adds that she thinks there is too much emphasis in Iceland for women to be like men 

and to achieve equality. She would prefer to see the best qualities in women balanced with the 

best qualities in men as an avenue to equality. Gina goes on to mention that having children and 

returning to work after maternity leave has finished is, in her opinion, too short. She believes 

too much pressure is placed on the parents and the child, who must be placed in day care; it’s 

too demanding. Gina also feels that women work too hard to align with patriarchist rules in 

society. From her point of view, it should be the other way around. Men should be moving 

towards women and their needs to make for a more equal society.  

Despite Gina’s feelings that women are leaning too deeply towards emulating men in the 

quest for equality, she realises the extent of the paradox that is created from wanting the best of 

both worlds. She is grateful that she returned to work following maternity leave because she 

notes that if she hadn’t, it would have had an adverse effect on her career. Moreover, she reveals 

that in her experience, men play a far greater role in raising their children in Iceland than is 

apparent in her country of origin.  

When speaking about her own upbringing, Gina said that her mother was mostly at home 

taking care of her and her siblings. She felt that even though she works and has a career, it is 

still the women who do most of the work in organising the home and children even though men 

are becoming more involved. 

Judith doesn’t feel that gender equality is achieved in Iceland. In her view there is a lot of 

discussion around the topic and indeed much has been achieved towards equality, but that 

doesn’t equate with equality. In her words: “I think they are trying to walk before they can 

crawl.” She feels that there is a danger in imagining that equality is attained when there is still 

far more to do and uses the analogy above to highlight the danger of skipping over the important 

stages of a developing social process. Judith continues that she feels that people know what 

they want to achieve and are talking about it as if it is already achieved. In her view however, 

that is not the case. She continues to comment that: “I myself, I think I’m equal, not what I earn 
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but it’s more of a consciousness.” For Judith the notion of equality in society is not the same as 

the way a person feels about themselves. In other words, too much emphasis is placed on 

earnings and attaining executive management positions, rather than a person’s worth for the 

sake of being a person, not related to gender or position. When asked if she felt this way because 

of her own life experiences as a woman from a country where the indigenous population was 

colonised, she replied that although people say they feel equal they aren’t because inequality is 

engrained in society. Judith continued to say that the history of racial integration in Iceland is 

still in its prime.  

When asked about equality in the home, Judith replied that she always thought her husband 

could do more around the home, but also felt that these are issues that a couple need to negotiate 

between themselves.  

For Amanda there is a difference in gender equality when it comes to raising children. She 

mentioned the immense pressure in her home country to have children perform to high 

expectations. She has two older children who attended school in her country of origin and 

mentioned the difference, were she finds children in Iceland are freer to be themselves, which 

she finds to be beautiful. She was raised with her mother as the major care giver and her father 

as the breadwinner. Here in Iceland, she appreciates that men play a larger role in child care 

and women have far more leeway to pursue their careers and educational interests.  

When Amanda was asked about her feelings towards gender equality in the home, she said 

that she felt that women in the regions do a lot of work. In her own experience she shares a 

similar experience to Judith, that the parameters for equality in the home need to be negotiated 

by the couple. However, she continued that she felt that if her home was not in order that she, 

and not her husband, would be negatively judged those who come into her home. She continued 

to say that this might be a figment of her imagination because it is difficult to know what others 

think without asking them. She comments: 

…I don’t naturally know but maybe it comes from myself because with my parents it was 

separate my father was a professor and away a lot and such and my mother was at home 

she did everything so maybe I sometimes have a bad conscience because I am naturally at 

the moment working more outside the home and just in the evenings somewhat tired and 

want to do something with the children and I am not concerned if the house is perfect or 

not and I can’t be bothered you know? 

Amanda chooses to spend time with her children when she is at home rather than meet the 

expectations that she feels society has of her. This perceived gaze comes not just from the 

perceived expectations of her role as a female from society in general, but more specifically an 
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imagined expectation from her mother. She reveals that the thought that she is held to a high 

standard by others could simply be imagined, however she smiles with an expression of 

resignation that communicates that the feeling is normal and inescapable. Although Amanda 

seems uncomfortable with the expectation she feels society and intergenerational norms place 

on her, she is consciously and actively choosing to break with those expectations and follow 

her own mind.  

In her country of origin, Belinda commented that there was a significant amount of equality. 

Men do as much as women in the home and in caring for their children. She feels that equality 

is important but doesn’t comment further other than to say that violence is not an option for 

couples and equality. 

In a similar vein, Kathy said that there was far more gender equality in Iceland than in her 

home country. She mentioned how impressive is was to see the law for wage equality being 

implemented in Iceland and mentioned how strange it was that a person’s work performance 

was judged on their gender rather than their ability. When asked about equality in the home, 

Kathy replied that she was used to a home where women did all the housework and running of 

the house while the men were the breadwinners. She continued to say that she felt a strong, 

personal objection to this gender pattern and therefore left her home country as a young woman 

to work abroad in Iceland. Here she found that men played a much larger role in the home, 

mentioning that men make coffee, cook food, clean the house and take care of the children. She 

adds that it isn’t quite like this in her own home, but she never feels pressure from her husband 

to do all the chores or make all the meals and that he does take care of the children if need be.  

Kathy also talks about the lack of pressure from her husband to be at home saying that he 

doesn’t phone her to ask when she will be home when she goes out. She mentions this due to 

her disappointment of not being able to meet a girlfriend when she returns to her home country 

for visits. Her girlfriend often declines the offer to go out for coffee because she feels she hasn’t 

the time. She must finish household chores, stating that her husband wouldn’t like it if she 

wasn’t home when he arrives home after work. Kathy continued to say that this is a deeply 

entrenched stereotype in her society. Women are the major care givers and house keepers. 

Therefore, if Kathy’s friend took the time to indulge in meeting her for coffee, she would be 

made feel that she was a bad mother and housewife. She says it is still widely believed in her 

home country that the mother is the better caregiver, something she knows to be a myth after 

raising her children with an Icelandic husband, who loves and cares for their children equally.  
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Gail is from a similar background and has a similar experience to Kathy’s, noting that her 

own country is lagging well behind Iceland in gender equality. Gail thinks that Iceland is a 

country that many should look up to, stating that she sees Icelandic women as confident and 

independent. She wonders if it is because they have more help from the state when problems 

arise, but she isn’t sure if that is the reason. She is certain that women in Iceland have more 

confidence than women from her own country. Gail also says that equality in the home in 

Iceland is far more evolved than her country of origin, where traditions are slow to change.  

For Mary, who also comes from Eastern-Europe, some things are better for gender equality 

in Iceland and others are better in her country of origin. She mentions that wages are better in 

Iceland adding that she hasn’t lived in her home country for fifteen years. Conversely, Mary 

adds, men in her country of origin are more helpful than in Iceland. In this case she is referring 

to men in the workplace and not in the home. She says it is only on occasion that male offers to 

help and that is not as common here as it is in her home country. She continues to say that in 

the home it is a different story. When she was growing up women did everything, raised the 

children, tended to the home and even worked outside the home. The man was the boss: “he 

was working, and he was the boss, he could do anything”. Mary says that is now changing and 

men are doing more in the home and caring for their children. In her own home she says that 

her husband helps when he is home but adds that he is often working away.  

Mary’s husband is also from the same country and in her view of gender equality things 

have changed in their home country. Men are now awarded paternity leave and there is more 

participation on their part in taking care of the home and child rearing. When Mary was asked 

whether she thought men and women should have equality, she replied that women often 

couldn’t do some of the things men do such as changing the oil in the car, or changing a 

punctured tyre. She continued that there are many instances where men and women need one 

another to be different because there are things that many women, who expect men to meet and 

share the needs of the home and family, aren’t prepared to do because it is traditionally men’s 

work. 

Brenda has yet another view of gender equality from her home country and her experiences 

in Iceland. She says that there is far more freedom for women in Iceland than in her country of 

origin stating that women still experience immense inequalities, even severe spouse abuse. 

From her perspective women have attained a high level of equality in the home and in the 

workplace. However, when asked whether she thought men and women should be considered 
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equal, Brenda replied that she thought that all too often women were expected to work like 

machines in Iceland: 

 …they have children, they throw them into pre-school, then they go to work. I think it’s 

as though they have no feelings, not that they are ashamed to not go back to work, not that, 

that they need feelings, to want to be with their children a bit longer than six months.  

When pursuing this line of thought further, Brenda revealed that she thought that perhaps 

there was too much emphasis placed on gender equality and contemplated the possibility that 

it could be related to greed. Despite this, she believes that wage equality is necessary. She also 

comments that women are better equipped than men in care work and she isn’t necessarily of 

the opinion that men should receive the same wages as women in such employment. Similar to 

Mary, she feels that women are not as competent in jobs that require physical strength and 

thinks that wage equality in such cases is unfair.  

In Andrea’s experience of gender equality in Iceland, she first mentions the strength of 

Icelandic women and how they have influenced her. She is adamant that the difference between 

the women she knows form her home country and the women she knows in Iceland holds no 

comparison. She goes on to say that the contrast is significant. Andrea comments that there is 

a sense of support from women in Iceland, however she can’t quite pin point whether it is a 

female thing, or a socialist thing: “Here I get the sense that a woman has your back even if she 

doesn’t have that much in common with you”. This is something that Andrea did not experience 

in life before moving to Iceland. In her home country, she felt that there was a greater sense of 

competitiveness among women and a general lack of support. 

When discussing gender equality in the home, Andrea felt that she tended to do most of the 

cleaning of the house. She comments that this is mainly of her own doing because she doesn’t 

always feel that her husband does the housework as well as she does and therefore chooses to 

do it herself. She mentioned however, that this sometimes led her to complain about the mess. 

Andrea continued to relate that most of the gender roles in their relationship are traditional in 

nature; she tends to the household, cooking and cleaning, while her husband did car and house 

repairs and other male jobs. She said that he helped her when asked. However, Andrea accepted 

responsibility for the situation noting that she really didn’t do much to encourage him to do 

more. When asked if the situation she found herself in with the divvying of gender roles in the 

home was similar to the one she was bought up in, she replied that it was. When she looked 

back at her own upbringing, she saw that she had emulated the same situation as the one in 

which she grew up. 
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Despite the varying perspectives from the participants and their observations about certain 

aspects of their situations, most of them attest to more gender equality in their lives in Iceland 

than they were familiar with in their home countries. They are not all in agreeance with the 

demands that attaining gender equality places on women. Some admit that they are perpetuating 

traditional gender roles in the home even though they are advocates for equality.     

4.2.1 Transnationalism (home) 

The participants were asked about their home and family; how often they visited their home 

country, their marriage status, whether they were married to an Icelander, whether they had 

children and if they sent remittances to their family in the country of origin. Again, the 

responses were diverse. All but two of the participants have children, two are single and seven 

are married or in a relationship with Icelandic men. Of those who have children, five of them 

have children who are not Icelandic. Some have children from previous partners in their home 

country and one has adopted a child from her home country since coming to Iceland.  

Amanda had two children before coming to Iceland, they lived here with her for a few years 

but returned to their home country with their father. Amanda returns regularly to her home 

country to visit her older children and parents, or at least twice a year, often at Easter and in the 

autumn. She visits for four to six weeks at a time. When asked if she sends money home she 

replied that she didn’t, rather her parents helped with finances for helping the grandchildren 

with their educational costs.  

One of the participants has adopted a child from her home country and visits regularly to 

help establish a connection to her other roots. Before then she had made regular visits to her 

country of origin: 

For the past three years yes, but normally I go every two years to my home country. Either 

somebody comes here to us or we go there. But there came a small, eh (…) but there was 

a small problem in the family, so we adopted a child from my home country and we need 

to go much more often and I went in 2014 and was nearly a year there because of this. 

As with all the participants she was asked if she sent remittances home to which she replied 

that she has always sent money to her family at home. She expressed that the sum wasn’t 

substantial, but she continued to assist with money because she felt in a position to do so. When 

asked if she felt this placed a strain on her finances she replied: 

No, I left my card behind (…) and my mother can use it to live. But, she is such a good 

woman, she wouldn’t cross the line she is decisive that it is around 30.000 kroner each 
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month that she can, that she will use and not more. She pays for the home and it’s a little 

difficult to live there. 

She goes on to mention that her husband is very supportive of her financial contribution to 

her mother.  

Kathy also mentioned that she sent remittances home for a few years when she first came 

and earned enough money, but once she had her own children to look after she ceased. She said 

that since the availability of cheaper flights, she visits home more regularly now than she has 

done over the previous years since moving to Iceland. Instead of once every few years she now 

travels at least once a year if not more often. 

Mary returns home at least once a year but mentioned that sometimes it is more often if 

there is a death or other significant life event in her immediate family. She also mentioned that 

she has a few other siblings living here in Iceland and that they all contribute financially to their 

aging parents’ well-being with remittances and travelling their home country to help if there is 

a need. She also mentioned that all too often it was the female family members who were 

expected to make the arrangements for the care of family members in the home country, or 

funerals when there was a need.   

Of the other participants, who are not Eastern-European, most of them visit their home 

countries regularly, many once a year or more often. For the participants in this study, their life 

and interactions are carried out across boarders where they engage in the families of their 

origins and the families of their new home.   

4.2.2 #Metoo 

During the process of this study, the #Metoo movement and the protests of women against 

institutionalised forms of harassment, both physical and psychological, emerged. Exposing 

sexual harassment was never the aim of this study and therefore not pursued as such. However, 

because the movement is global and effects women from all places, including those living in 

regional spaces, the participants were asked to give their views on the subject. Moreover, 

although there was a noticeable amount of initial shock to the stories that were revealed by 

Icelandic women and their experiences of sexual harassment, the voices of immigrant women 

were not included. It was only following a campaign from a few immigrant women living in 

Iceland to encourage other immigrant women to speak out about their experiences that there 

was a furore. Many stories emerged from immigrant women describing shocking incidences of 

harassment and violence that revealed similar levels of abuse to those already portrayed from 
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Icelandic women. The difference was that many immigrant women had no support or 

protection, they didn’t know where to find help and often their problems were ignored or passed 

off as trivial. Therefore, the platform offered by the #Metoo campaign for women to share their 

experiences became part of this study.        

Not all the participants commented or made their feelings known about the movement. The 

comments from those who did are recorded here without reference to their pseudonyms, rather 

as a summary of what was revealed.  

One participant celebrated the movement saying that even though she had not experienced 

any abuse herself, she had three daughters, one of which had experienced abuse. From her 

stance the #Metoo movement is an important contribution for equality. Three more of the 

participants shared the view that speaking out against abuse was an important part of gaining 

more equality. 

Many of the participants had heard of the movement and supported its cause. Only one of 

them had actively written her story and shared it anonymously with the hundreds of other stories 

from foreign women and their experiences of sexual harassment. Her experience was one of 

severe family abuse that came from her childhood. After posting her story she received a storm 

of anger and disapproval from her siblings, some of whom also live in Iceland. She revealed 

that their relationships have been strained since she shared her story, but she wasn’t willing to 

allow their denial to cloud her need to speak out about her experience. This participant revealed 

that in her family she and her siblings were brought up to believe that all the negative things 

that happened to them were their own fault. It wasn’t until living in Iceland and seeing a 

different culture that her eyes were opened to the idea that the burden of shame that she felt was 

not hers to carry. She mentioned that in her own country speaking out is still ‘taboo’ and that 

she would not have had the courage to do so if she were still living there. The participant was 

asked if how she felt after having told her story of abuse, to which she replied on the one hand 

there was a sense of relief, and her soul felt lighter, on the other hand she felt immense pressure 

from her siblings, who are angry at her for speaking out, asking her why she couldn’t “keep her 

mouth shut”. This participant spoke at some length about her situation since speaking out and 

taking part in the #Metoo movement. She continued to say that she had written a book about 

her childhood experiences but wasn’t certain if she would publish. When asked if she wanted 

to publish in Icelandic or her own language she replied: “My experience is a little bit that way 

that the Icelanders have achieved so much, that they would find it extremely difficult to 

understand that such things still happen in the world”. She adds that she has mentioned her past 
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to women in Iceland and has received the response that something like that would never happen 

in Iceland. Although she is aware that is probably not the whole truth, she feels a reluctance to 

publish her book in either language because of the reception she has received from the people 

who are close to her.  

One of the participants said she had a problem with movements in general. She felt that 

they are sometimes in vein but went on to say that it was positive that things that had been kept 

secret were now being spoken of. In her view, it would take generations of raising boys 

differently to the way they are raised today to solve the problem of sexual, physical and 

psychological abuse. To this she added that she had experienced boys being allowed to cry here 

in Iceland, a sign of weakness from her country of origin and something that would be 

considered shameful. For her this was a positive experience, noting that in Iceland boys are 

taught that it’s alright to be vulnerable and express their true feelings. 

One participant was dismissive of the movement. She said that she felt that many women 

brought it on themselves through their provocative behaviour. There was no elaboration on the 

comment, just the general feeling that she found the topic and uncomfortable one.   

4.2.3 Gender laws in Iceland 

The participants were asked if they were familiar with the laws for gender equality in Iceland. 

This question refers to the pamphlet about gender equality in Iceland that is published by the 

Agency for Gender Equality, circulated by unions and employment agencies and printed in 

seven languages; Icelandic, English, Polish, Spanish, Russian, Arabic and Thai.  

Gail was aware of the pamphlet that was being referred to but had not familiarised herself 

with the content. She was aware of the pamphlet because of her job and connection working 

closely with the union. When she was asked if she knew her rights, she found it difficult to 

reply. There was no indication that she felt a need to know them because if she needed to find 

out she knew where to look.  

When Kathy was asked about her knowledge of the gender equality laws in Iceland, she 

said she wasn’t aware of what they were. She felt herself fully capable to seek help if the need 

be: 

Yes and a woman here unnamed country needed help because her husband was beating 

her and we wanted to help her we went and looked and found so that was fixed and we 

taught her her rights and she was so strong and wanted to get help and we taught her about 

rights in Iceland. 
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Kathy clearly knows how to attain the necessary information if there is a reason to find it. 

In her response she feels proud to have been of assistance to the woman in trouble and feels 

confident that she has the competency to handle any situation that may arise. 

Belinda had no knowledge of the laws for gender equality. She said that she had heard that 

the law awarded the mother custody of the children in divorce cases and said she thought that 

was a good thing, unless they didn’t want it for themselves. She felt confident in her ability to 

seek out the information she needed if it became necessary but had no first-hand knowledge of 

what the law entailed.  

Similarly, Andrea had not familiarised herself with the gender equality laws. She 

commented that she would most likely look to her husband and his family if she ever 

encountered a situation where she might need to know more. Amanda had heard that Iceland 

was the first country in the world to legalise equal pay but hadn’t heard of the gender equality 

agency. She was unfamiliar with the law for gender equality and admitted to having no real 

knowledge of laws in the workplace. When asked where she would seek help if the need arose, 

she said she would probably consult her embassy, or ask some friends for help.  

Leanne had no knowledge of the gender equality law and didn’t elaborate further on the 

subject. Judith also gave a sparse response saying that she had heard about the pamphlets but 

had never seen one. Gina had never heard about the information for gender equality but had 

heard of the law even though she was not familiar with it. When asked if she knew where to 

find help if she needed it she said that she would most probably approach her union, which was 

very good in her opinion.  

Amy had only heard of the agency but nothing about the gender laws. Brenda said that she 

was not familiar with the law for gender equality. She continued that she feels relatively good 

about her life here and, even though she divorced her Icelandic husband, she was able to 

continue to live and work here. She noted one event that occurred following her divorce where 

she approached the local social services for financial support directly following her divorce. 

She reported that she was upset about the situation because she was denied support:  

But the answer I received and it was very upsetting the answer that I received was that I 

was a healthy woman and I could increase my workload (…) and I just said, sorry, I asked 

for support not for myself but because of my children, I have three children at home and I 

can’t throw them in the garbage bin then the woman got a big shock and couldn’t 

understand why I was saying ugly things but she didn’t realise that she was giving me a 

terrible message. 
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Brenda said this was the only time that she had reached out for help in Iceland. She said 

that following the request for support that was denied, she has relied on herself, worked hard, 

and everything is going very well.  

All the participants feel confident in their ability to find help about their rights in Iceland if 

the need arises. Very few of them have investigated the foundation for gender equality, or laws 

pertaining to either gender or wage equality.  
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5 Discussion and concluding remarks 

This study seeks to understand how transnational women experience gender equality while 

living in the regional areas of East-Iceland; whether the new environment alters their views of 

gender and equality, whether they maintain the views that were instilled from their own country 

of origin, or whether some attitudes are altered and others not. Difference is an inevitable fact 

of being a foreigner in a foreign country. The new environment alters experiences and exposes 

transnationals to a ‘dual frame of reference’ (Mahler et.al., 2015; Levitt &Schiller, 2004) and a 

more nuanced outlook on life. The transnational women represented in this study come from 

diverse backgrounds. Some of their experiences are similar in nature, while others are not. 

Conjointly, they provide insight into how the dual frames of reference are experienced. These 

experiences can be likened to the ‘creative imagination’ (Custordias, 1987) that highlights the 

significance of social categories, whether they be linguistic, gender or other, allowing for 

creative freedom. Within this context, a perspective is constructed and distinguished along a 

spectrum, much like a rainbow, where the colours with which one paints their own existential 

picture will vary depending on the social, linguistic and political backgrounds of the person 

who perceives. Conversely, national discourses perpetuate the characteristics of nationhood and 

a singular frame of reference that withhold political and traditional positions (Levitt & Schiller, 

2004), placing the onus of responsibility to adapt directly on the shoulders of the immigrant. 

For immigrant women this adds a somewhat complex intersection to navigate.  

There are several salient features that recur in the results from this study and the attitudes 

that transnational women have towards gender equality. Being aware of some of the levels of 

difference that cross many obvious intersections, as well as others that are less clear-cut, is 

apparent in the responses from the interviews.  Most of women in this study felt that they are 

equal to their Icelandic female peers, but not quite equal. As one participant noted, “always in 

second place”. This attitude became apparent on several different levels other than gender, areas 

such as linguistic equality, equal employment opportunities, social class and ethnicity. The 

comment about being in second place was made by a participant who spoke positively about 

her experiences and life in East-Iceland and made the statement as a matter of reality. The 

statement also echoes an attitude towards gender and equality that is not pitted against the 

participant’s place in society as women per se, rather as women from another nationality, who 

recognises the double disadvantage of being both foreign and female. The results are analysed 

from the perspective of being foreign, on the one hand, and being foreign and female on the 
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other, which is helpful in assessing the complex situation for foreign women living in East-

Iceland.  

5.1 Foreign inequalities  

Comments made by several of the participants reveal subtle levels of ‘horizontal inequality’ 

(Stewart, 2009), which are expressed with a slant of annoyance about foreigners from the same 

cultural background. In several instances, attitudes arose where peers felt that their efforts to 

integrate by learning Icelandic, speaking, interacting and becoming involved in their local 

community and workplace, were undermined by others from the same cultural background 

because they were not making the effort to improve their language skills. This led some of the 

participants to feel that they would be negatively valued by the locals as a culture because their 

peers were not showing enough respect to learn the language.  

The results show that the difficulty in learning Icelandic places many of the participants in 

a vulnerable situation (Salman, 1995; Stewart, 2009). In most of the research on linguistic 

ability in Icelandic for foreigners, not much attention is paid to foreigners who have Icelandic 

families. From this perspective women who are in such arrangements have a distinct advantage 

over women who do not. Family and support from the Icelandic family play a significant role 

in being accepted and involved in the community. The participants who are in relationships 

with Icelanders are aware of the benefits it entails. It also offers an avenue to learn Icelandic in 

situations where there are no formal courses available. Those who don’t have this advantage 

are subjected to a negative assessment from their peers leading to an attitudinal rift among 

transnationals. To understand how this affects the relationships among transnationals in the 

community requires more research.   

Despite having mixed feelings towards those who don’t learn the language, many of the 

participants related the difficulty in learning Icelandic, often chiding themselves for not being 

more proficient. Some relied on their Icelandic partners to assist when the need for more 

linguistic skills were called for. Others felt their pronunciation fell short. The extent to which a 

lack of linguistic ability hinders one’s chances in society is paramount to the discussion on 

foreigners living and working in Iceland (Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017). Competency levels may 

differ among transnationals, but there is never a way to conceal the level of difference that 

language underscores. A foreign person who has lived in Iceland for many decades and attained 

native-like fluency will soon be exposed by a shibboleth. The difficulty in learning Icelandic 
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and the lack of access to structured courses makes this a significant problem for foreigners 

living in small rural areas in East-Iceland (Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017).  

These subtle levels of difference represent how structures of power and privilege are 

bolstered within categories and created by certain social conditions. The results reveal that 

many of the women are aware of their predicament. Many pointed to situations where they have 

faced challenges, sometimes finding themselves in overt confrontations about their ability, or 

position as foreigners in the workplace. One participant was told that her rating as a foreigner 

in Iceland was ranked lower than other foreigners because of her cultural background. This 

attitude among transnationals reveals that interactions among immigrants may be fractured by 

the ‘hierarchy of acceptability’ (Guðjónsdóttir, 2017). Mohanty (2003), posits theses as the 

‘fault lines’ that make the terrain in the new territory threatening and difficult to navigate.  

Moreover, the notion that there is an ‘us’ and ‘them’ that fractures immigrant’s interactions 

with other immigrants in the workplace, has not been given much attention in the literature. 

Although stated as a joke, the participant was gravely offended by the comment. The person 

who made the comment comes from a Western-European country, while the participant comes 

from Northern-Europe.  What is unclear is whether the hierarchy is a construct of the Icelanders’ 

attitudes towards foreigners, categorised by what an Icelander perceives to be an acceptable 

cultural background; whether it is a construct of the attitudes of the foreigners who have moved 

into the area towards one another, or a combination of both. To understand the depth of this 

finding would benefit from more investigation as these attitudes expose deeper levels of class 

difference among women (Acker, 2004).   

Mistreatment in the workplace was experienced by a few of the participants, marked as a 

memorable incidence when confronted by acts of marginalisation because of their ethnicity 

rather than gender. The type of confrontation faced varied in type and degree. In denying people 

with different linguistic backgrounds the right to interact in their own language when speaking 

together highlights the pressure from some of the local people who expect full integration. It 

also positions the people who do not conform to the local language and discourse as different, 

echoing the ‘us’ and ‘them’ dichotomy (Skapatdóttir & Innes, 2017). One participant who 

experienced the marginalisation was fully able to address the situation, albeit an uncomfortable 

and unwelcomed one. Contrary to the literature on transnational women, feeling unable to speak 

out about mistreatment in the new environment (Levitt & Schiller, 2004), this participant was 

able to protect her own identity because she had the advantage of having learnt Icelandic. 

Instead of feelings of marginalisation, the participant employed a sense of personal agency 
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(Dinitru, 2014). Another participant experienced extreme mistreatment when employed in her 

professional academic environment, solely due to ethnicity. Unlike the participant mentioned 

above, she did not have the capability to speak up for herself as she had not been in Iceland 

long enough to learn the language, and therefore left the workplace. The expectations of the co-

workers in both incidences is unreasonable and plays directly into the notions of nationalistic 

preference over diversity and the changing landscape while perpetuating marginalisation.  

5.2 Foreign and female 

Some transnational women find themselves on the peripherals in the workplace environment, 

despite having attained a satisfactory level of integration through work and language. Mostly 

they felt held back from achieving higher employment due to the insidious nature of learning 

Icelandic and attaining high functioning competency levels (Skaptadóttir & Innes, 2017). 

Moreover, they realised that once that is achieved, they also need to attain competency in 

English, especially if they are interested in returning to university, either for a career change, 

or because their former education is not recognised in Iceland.  

Transnational women experience the double-edged sword of the equality/inequality debate 

and gendered work. Employment opportunities in the childcare industry in East-Iceland are 

plentiful. More recently, the push to improve traditionally female employment, such as 

preschool teaching, to professional status is a necessary step towards recognising the important 

role of education. However, some transnational women, who have worked in childcare and 

want to become pre-school teachers in Iceland, are deterred by the length of the educational 

process involved in attaining a degree. For a foreigner, the experience is extreme because they 

often feel ill-equipped to undertake the endeavour due to the highly academic environment that 

requires advanced language proficiency. One participant has completed her bachelor’s degree 

in childcare and wants to continue with her education to attain a master’s degree. She is unable 

to become a department leader until she has completed her study at master’s level. This 

participant referred to the process as a “big package”, attending university in a foreign language 

with the ambition of attaining meaningful employment while raising her own children. 

Furthermore, she says that the wages for pre-school teachers, following five years of study, are 

not comparable with other public service workers. This participant compares the wages earned 

by childcare educators with the wages of local government office officials and doesn’t feel the 

wages are fair.  The persistence of inequality in traditional gender roles and feeling ill- equipped 

to meet educational challenges thwarts the desire to move up the career ladder and partake in 
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the same levels of equality as the local native women, thus constraining the advancement of 

even the most diligent of transnationals.   

In Iceland, care work, like education, is directed by state and locally run departments, with 

stringent regulations and standards (Napierala & Wojtynska, 2016). Because the care industry 

covers a wide spectrum of employment opportunities, there is an adequate degree of job security 

and occupational opportunity in the regional areas. Despite the security that goes with working 

in a government sector, the global trend for wages of care workers is considerably lower in 

Iceland, especially in local government positions. The awareness of a large gap in the earnings 

for foreign women and Icelandic women occurs because of the difficulty many immigrant 

women face in attaining either recognition for the education they’ve acquired from their native 

countries, or the inability to further their education due to personal or social barriers. Some 

participants mentioned the gender wage gap and felt empowered to address it, whether 

themselves, or with the help of the standard for wage equality. 

 Overall, most of the participants felt satisfied with their employment and wages and felt 

that there were opportunities that they could pursue if they were willing to do the hard work to 

improve their circumstances. Initially, some of the participants in this study came to Iceland as 

part of the globalised demand for female workers to fill jobs in factories and the care industry 

(Maher & Pessar, 2006; Hochschild, 2000; Acker, 2004). There isn’t much recognition for 

foreign women who have successfully adapted and improved their employment circumstances 

in Iceland, as many have advanced their situation and become competitors in a broader range 

of professional occupations, alongside other Icelandic women. As evidenced in the Austurbrú 

study, foreign women are better educated on average than foreign men and Icelandic men and 

women (See figure 4). The extent to which foreign women in East-Iceland are caught in 

‘hierarchical segregation’ (Napierala & Wojtynska, 2016; Hein De Haas, 2010) isn’t clear. 

However, the fact that Icelandic women often leave the region to seek better employment 

(Halldórsdóttir & Rafnsdóttir, 2012) suggests that the lack of professional employment 

opportunities for women is perpetuated in rural areas because of a resistance of those areas to 

change (Júlíusdóttir, 2013). Moreover, government funded projects to increase employment in 

the area have essentially been in construction which is predominantly male orientated 

employment.                  

Some of the participants attest to sending remittances of some kind home to their aging 

parents or other family members. Some had sent remittances in the past but discontinued the 

practice once they had their own family. The main distinction between those who were sending 
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remittances and those who weren’t was relative to their nationality and the ability to support 

their elderly parents who remained in the country of origin. One participant left a credit card 

with her elderly parent and she paid the bill at the end of each month, although she stated that 

it wasn’t a large sum of money.     

Moreover, family networks play a significant role for some Eastern-European nationals 

who report that at least one other family member also lives and works in the East.  In some 

instances, the families have ties to each other through distant family relationships or coming 

from the same region in their home country. Being in close proximation to other family 

members and maintaining emotional and economic ties with relatives in the home country helps 

to provide a sense of belonging, yet at the same time it enforces and perpetuates some of the 

traditional gender roles, as evidenced by participants who had the support from family members 

who had also moved to the area. A few participants either had children living in their home 

country or, in one case, adopted a child from the country of origin. When family members 

become ill or pass away, it is the females who take time off work and return home to help with 

arrangements. The extent to which transnational women who live in East-Iceland live their lives 

across borders and the emotional labour involved would benefit from further study.    

5.3 Gender equality 

For the participants in this study, gendered work performed in domestic situations is similarities 

to Hochschild (2003). Many of the participants feel they are more adept in performing 

household tasks than their husbands. Those living with Icelandic men view their partners as 

supportive of equality in the home. However, many acknowledged that although their husbands 

were willing to “help” with the household chores, too often the women themselves thwarted the 

process of equality through the persistence of traditional gender roles, admitting that they did 

most of the work in maintaining the running of the home. A few of the participants felt that they 

didn’t meet the same standards as their mother’s in maintaining the home, feeling that an 

expectation still exists that women are responsible if the home is untidy. Others felt that it is a 

private matter and that people should decide the distribution of household labour among 

themselves. From this perspective, the males flew under the radar and it was difficult to fathom 

whether the husbands were indeed willing participants in the sharing of traditionally gendered 

household work, or whether their willingness to take part created the feeling that equality in the 

home is achieved. A few participants acknowledged that they felt they had more freedom in a 

relationship with their Icelandic partners than they might experience in their own country.    
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In the discourse on gender equality it is often assumed that all women seek similar forms 

of equality and experience similar forms of gender inequality (Dimintru, 2014). Some women 

feel that gender equality is gained at the cost of nurturing children and expecting women to 

return to work too soon, sending very young children into day care. Others had the feeling that 

gender equality meant that men were expected to do traditionally women’s role such as care for 

children and the home, yet many women were unable to perform traditionally male tasks such 

as changing tyres and lifting heavy loads. Another felt that men were ill equipped to work in 

the care industry and if they did, they should not be paid the same as women. The mixed feelings 

about gender equality reveal the subjective interpretations and understandings of the women in 

the study.      

Despite the differing perspectives on gender equality in the home and the workplace, there 

is a consensus among all women that sexual abuse and harassment are not acceptable. The 

#Metoo movement has revealed the magnitude of abuse that women have been succumbed to 

from all walks of life. Yet a few of the women in this study were not in support of the #Metoo 

movement. They didn’t relate to the purpose or meaning and had little to say. Others felt the 

movement was useful for those who want to express their experiences, saying that it was a 

positive movement and necessary contribution to develop more awareness of gendered 

inequalities. One participant used the platform to express her own story and felt emancipated 

despite stern disapproval from family members, who felt that she had betrayed the family.   

The national response to the #Metoo campaign and the stories from foreign women living 

in Iceland reveal the contextual paradox of how levels of category and difference operate within 

society. Foreign women spoke out as foreigners living in Iceland rather than simply women. 

Interestingly, their experiences were no worse than those of their Icelandic peers, yet their 

stories attracted an even greater response from society than those exposed by Icelandic women, 

because of their vulnerable position. Not only do the foreign women living in Iceland who tell 

their story attract attention because of the abuse, they also attract added focus because they are 

foreign, which highlights that they differ to Icelandic women.  

Many transnationals who have connection to others from a similar cultural background, are 

supported by a community from whom they can find emotional support. Information about the 

personal struggles of other foreign friends and acquaintances bore comment from several of the 

participants. In more than one instance the participants viewed the local women as supportive 

in matters that related to being ‘dugleg’ (diligent and hard-working), a virtue that is highly 

valued in the national culture, but less supportive when foreigners needed personal and 
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emotional support. The resistance of rural communities to change or allow others to be woven 

into the cultural fabric persists in this account Cloke & Little (1997). It wasn’t clear whether 

the comments meant that they were supporting their friends, or simply commenting that more 

emotional support needs to be forthcoming for foreign women. It might be the case that in 

recognising the personal and emotional struggle of other foreign women a sense of strength is 

shored up, fortifying their knowledge that they have adapted. As (Yuval-Davis, 2006) opines, 

the emotional state that people construct for themselves is fluid, the more threatened one feels 

the more central their identity becomes. The results show that in more than one case participants 

have played a supportive role for other foreign women in need of help, either when dealing with 

immigration officials, in cases of domestic abuse, or where a general need for emotional support 

was necessary. From this perspective it appears that although horizontal inequality exists among 

foreign women in some contexts, there is also a sense of understanding and support for one 

another in times of crisis, where differences are left aside (Yuval Davis, 2006).     

Most women in this study know that laws for gender equality exist, but not knowing what 

they entailed, was a common experience for all the participants. Some of the participants were 

aware that laws were in place to protect their rights as women, however none of them were 

clear on any specific clauses or interpretations. All the participants felt capable to find the 

information they needed if they had cause to seek out their rights and help other foreign women 

in the area who don’t have access to information about their rights in Iceland.  

In rural areas women often lack organised groups for support, such as knowledge or access 

to Stígamót, if or when they are offering their services in the rural areas, or whether they can 

gain access to information and advice via distance communication technologies such as skype 

or Facetime. An active group in Reykjavík called W.O.M.E.N (Women of Multicultural 

Ethnicity Network in Iceland13) have an active page on Facebook offering support, courses, 

meetings and what they call ‘peer counselling’, where foreign women can access information 

about important issues by utilising the knowledge and experience of others in the network, 

however nothing similar operates in the Eastern region. Most women need to approach the Red 

Cross services operating in the area or seek out friends who can assist them in finding the help 

they need. Better services need to be available in the regions to support vulnerable women.   

The Gender Equality Agency in Akureyri provides information for immigrant women about 

their rights in Iceland and the Icelandic law for gender equality 10/2008. Pamphlets are 

                                                      
13 Konur af erlendum uppruna á Íslandi 
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available in seven different languages including Icelandic, English, Spanish, polish, Thai, 

Russian and Arabic (Jafnréttistofa, 2017). Only one of the participants knew where to lay her 

hands on the information and a few others had seen the pamphlet at some time but didn’t recall 

the contents. Again, it seemed that this was information that could be attained if necessary, but 

not readily available.  

Many on the participants had heard of the law for Equal Pay Certification and knew that 

their workplace had implemented it or were about to do so. Others had heard of it and thought 

it a great idea, however, they were not certain if their workplace had already, or was planning 

on implementing it. None of them had familiarised themselves with the certification process 

but felt confident it would occur sometime in the future. This was in keeping with the consensus 

of the participants about the gender equality laws. There was a peripheral understanding of what 

the laws entailed, but nothing concrete. For the most part it seemed that they could get the 

information if necessary. 

Despite feeling that they could get help if necessary, there is clearly a need for more support 

for foreign women in the East. The support may already be forthcoming if there is a network of 

people from similar backgrounds, however this is not a reality for everyone. Many women in 

this study have already navigated some difficult experiences, knowledge that can be utilised to 

form a support network for other foreign women who have recently moved into the area.  

“Always in Second Place” serves as a metaphor, both for several intersections that foreign 

women in Iceland find themselves such as gender, cultural and linguistic difference, as well as 

living in the regions, where the opportunities and services are less well-established than in the 

city. Through a similar community to that of W.O.M.E.N., who operate in Reykjavik, or an 

affiliation with them as an outreach programme, meaningful connections and support can be 

established. 

 From this perspective, more local and government funding is necessary to set up and 

operate support services that can provide foreign women living in the area a strong sense of 

personal agency. There is evidence to suggest that more needs to be done to recognise 

immigrant women as an asset to the community, given that they have attained high educational 

levels, are raising children in multi-lingual environments and contributing to the stabilisation 

of population decline in regional areas.              
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Annex  Questions 

1. Age? 

2. Education? 

3. Monthly earnings? 

4. Are you satisfied with your wages? 

5. How long have you lived in Iceland? 

6. From which country do you originally come? 

7. How often do you visit your home country? 

8. Are you married to an Icelander? 

9. a) Do you have children? 

b) Are they in school? 

9.  a) Do you speak Icelandic?  

b) How would you rate your proficiency? 

10. What do you consider to be the biggest barrier to being a foreigner in Iceland?    

11. Can you tell me about your work experience in Iceland? For example, where do 

you work and with whom? 

12. Have you ever experienced any mistreatment in the workplace from management 

or co-workers? 

13. Do you have many Icelandic friends? 

14. Gender equality is an important part of the Icelandic social fabric, what are your 

thoughts on gender equality? 

a) How do you experience gender equality in Iceland as a woman from another 

country? 

b) What is your general attitude towards gender equality (should both men and 

women have the same rights in the home, wages, opportunities)? 

c) What are your thoughts on the #Metoo movement? 

14. a) How do you think immigrants generally adapt to an Icelandic lifestyle? 

b) What do you think is important to integrate into Icelandic society? 

15. In Iceland there are laws that provide protection against inequalities ….  Are you 

familiar with the gender equality laws in Iceland? 

 

 


